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GLARING DISCREPANCIES
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THE FIELD
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OUT IN THE REPORT DF EXPERTS

1
Hon. H.

THE PENITENTIARY

in

BISBEE CONVENTIONS

0. Bursum Answers the Sensa-

tional Charges Filed Against Him
in Convincing Manner.

IS ACTIVE
Vermont Is Not Running on
National Issues in This
State Campaign.

TO

BE VERY INTERESTING

GEORGIA

CHOSEN HON. HOKE SMITH

ANDJIVELY
TAKES

A

NUMBER

OF ITEMS

IN

REPORT

Joint Statehood People

Bryan Will Address Chicago Democracy Under Auspices of
Jefferson Club at Auditorium.

Plan-

ning to Run C. F. Alns-wort- h
to Congress.

TO BE FALSE AND UNTRUE

SHOWING THEM

,Montpeller, Vt., Sept. 4. National
Issues do not figure today to any extent in the biennial state election being held here, as the contest for governor is not a straight one between
the republican and democratic parties.
The democrats have endorsed the candidacy of Perclval W. Clement, the Independent republican, while Fletcher
D. Proctor Is the regular republican
candidate.

Gives Good Reasons Why the Damaging Report. Without a
THEGREVT MIXUPWILL
Scintilla of Truth. Was Given Out For
COME OFF SEPT. 6
Publication at This Time.
Special to The Evening Citizen.
Bisbee, A. T., Sept. 4. Delegates to
the territorial republican and democratic conventions, both meeting here
on Thursday, September 6, are arriving, and by tonight and tomorrow- - the
city will be pretty well crowded wuu
politicians of both political faith.
Mark Smith, the democratic delegate to congress, Is expected tonight,
while Governor Kibbey with others
from the capital will reach the city tomorrow morning.
C. F. Ainsworth, whom the statehood people are booming for delegate
to congress, and party are now here,
and have established headquarters.
Arrangements are all completed for
the two conventions, and Bisbt--a w;.i
show the politicians the best time of
their lives.
The city has been lavishly decorated, and every delegate or visitor to
the two conventions will be presented
with a souvenir in the shape of a paperweight mane of Bisbee copper, on
which will be stamped or engraved
the date of the conventions.
There is no disputing We fact that
the joint statehood people are planing to run C. F. Ainsworth as t
candidate for delegate to
congress on a plattorm for joint statehood and hlgo mine taxation, whica
will be a campaign against the regular democratic and republican nominees, although It is said, upon good
p.u'o'flty, that the republicans will
not name a candidate for delegate, but
will endorse Mark Smith, who will be
renominated by the democrats.
Should these facts develop and the
jointists nominate Ainsworth, the latter will have some good stump orators in the field for him, namely General Wilson of Tucson, O. D. M. Gad- dis, of Kingman, A. C. Baker of Phoenix, Allen T.'Bird o: Nogales, judge
House of Tucson, and several others.
'1 his new organization
will be known
as "Roosevelt Republicans."
It is rumored today that the republican convention will not endorse Governor Kinney and should this occur
Ainsworth candidacy on a Joint statehood platform will undoubtedly materialize.
Ail Indications point to the liveliest
convention in the history of Arizona
republicans, end the opponents
of
statehood will not have it all their
way, for Apache, Coconino, Mohave,
Navajo, Santa Cruz and Yuma coun
ties will send full delegations favorable to joint statehood.

ASKS FOR A FULL AND COMPLETE INVESTIGATION
BUT WILL DEMAND TO BE REPRESENTED
To The Evening Citizen.
Albuquerque, N. M., Sept. 4. I have
read the report of the investigation of
the affairs of the penitentiury purport'
ing to have been made by a Colorado expert employed by territorial authorities who were evidently misled
s
and
and misinformed by
irresponsible parties, who probably
represented that a terrible state of affairs and rottenness existed In the
management of the penitentiary. This
report la malicious, prejudicial, unfair
and full of errors and numerous false
statements and items are included in
this report charged to riie which the
experts had full knowledge and information, were false and misleading.
Notably among these items is the
item of A. J. iwing, $1,237.60 for brick
furnished the Blind asylum at Alamo-gord'ihe experts were fully informed that these brick were settled for
by delivery of something over three
ihundred tons of coal which was used

$
Bursum
Ltss items included In the
$168.25 shortage

3 838.78

$

3,771.63

Amounts received from G.
W. Bond & iiro., per their
checK No. 2u9 dated Aug.
28, 1899. but not charged
on the cash book

busy-bodie-

!

67.25

677.23
$6,991.86

which appear as cash shortages.
Vouchers or proper receipts for
the following should oe produced:
Total
amount ot Exhibit
$ 5,726.84
"A"
Voucher iio. 4513, warrant

JH.

No. 2380.
No. 66,
No. 2457. J. H.

Voucher

Vaughn..
warrant
Vaughn..

50.00

100.00

17,184.90
Contingent .expenses
In addition to the above .aei'e are a
number of questionable transactions
involving large sums of money, all of
the detail and conditions of which are
not yet in our hands, owing to the failure of certal-- j letters to reach us In
time to include In tnis report. Enough
Information and data are now in our
bind-- ; to 'opu'.dera'oiy
nereano the
items of shortage
and irregularity
hereiu mentioned should it be your
desire that we continue, i The additional work would involve the reproduction of the individual customers'
ledger for the period September 1,
i899, to January f, 1903.
Respectfully submitted,
THE OOLAi... .DO TITLE AND
TRUST COMPANY.
By F. M. M'MAHOX,
Secretary.

at the penitentiary.

Tnese experts were not only lnform-of this transaction but they verified the same from the books of the
Santa, Fe central railway freight
d

of-jlc-

.

Another notable item, that of Dr.
is loan amounting to nearly $700. The
Dr.
experts personally interviewed
loan and were informed
tiiat the
penitentiary was indebted to him for
more than the amount of his account
for clay royalties waich were due
bini and were also Inform that no
money had been paid over to ne as
superintendent for any Buch account.
Another item, one of $210 against
the Y. M. C. A. of Las Vegas, the experts wrote Mr. J. G. McNary, the
secretary of the association, with reference to this charge and were informed that no money bad beuti paid
That the brick
into the institution.
had been donated upon the condition
that the orickyards at Las Vegas donate an equal amount. I can cite
many more instances of tue same nature which would fully explain all of
the $3,771 w,nicli tnese experts have
charged up against me a "fraudu-

The first if.ni is for a car of brick,
shipped to Albuquerque, billed to H.
O. Bursum.
This car of brick was
shipped "deliver to shipper's order,"
so as to collect money on delivery
and is fully accounted for on the
books of the penitentiary.
The next two items "cash sales not
turned into treasury, $84.66 ' and "receipts entered on journal and not appearing on cash book $168.45," making
a total alleged shortage of cash
lent."
"resume amounting to $253.11. To meet any
The following general
gist
of the possible contingency of this kind I dewhica seems to be the
whole report and which reads as fol- posited my personal check with the
territorial treasurer, March 31, 1906,
lows:
Mr. H. O. Bursum should be re- for the sum of $300 to cover any mis- INTERESTING
ON
DAY
quested to account for the following: cellaneous items, which might have
Ten thousand vitrified brick shipped been left out.
The next Item, $700, "account monto H. O. Bursum at Albuquerque in
Atchison, lopeka & Santa. Fe car No. ies turned In by Colonel Bergman,"
77,870 on February 7, 1905, and no was voluntarily Raid in myself to the
payment show for same in records territorial treasurer sometime ago
.without any demand or 'claim from
turned over by Mr. Bursum.
Boise, Sept. 4. Senator Carter of
any one and it is a matter worthy
Cash sales not turned into
$'.
84.66 of note that this item was not found Montana presided at the irrigation
treasury
or reported upon by the alleged ex- congress today. Dr. Elwood Meade of
Receipt entered on Journal,
perts until a considerable time after the government reclamation service
and not appearing on casn
168.45 my letter of transmittal and remit- spoke on the "Evolution of Irrigation
book
dealing with
Constructions."
the
tance to the territorial treasurer.
Remittance of May 20, 1899,
The next Item of $173 owing to the steady development from absolute pribelonging to K. H. BergWinters Grocery company is charged vate ownership of small water rights
man's account and creditto me personally and which 1 shait Into the great system of community
ed to H. O. Bursum's acray without delay. For tu.s the nenl- - and government ownership.
count on page No. 10 of
Some startling statisticu were pre700.00 tentiary is not responsible and but for
the cash book
my neglect this account should have sented by Professor Samuel Foitier
Amount turned over to H.
been settled sooner.
of the University of California in disO. Bursum uy convicts to
pay bill of Winters GroThe next two Items, $152.27 and cussion of the "Value and High Duty
cery company, which bill
$S61.92, constitute transfers
at the of Water and the Means of Obtaining
was not paid nor was the
end of the fiscal year and were slm- - It." He asserted that in the western
money turned over to the
ply drawn from the funds of the clos- - states $l,ooo,ou0 were expended annuincoming
superintendent
ing fiscal year and placed to the credit ally in securing and distributing water
173.03 of the succeeding year in order to for irrigation, and that of the water
for disbursement
No.
Dec.
2,01..,
Warrant
save the appropriat ion for the institu thus distributed fully 75 per cent was
1M02,
favor of H. O.
in
tion. I am satisfied these items are wasted, causing a net lost to the peoBursum, wiuidrawing balple of more than $35,000,000. He befully accounted for in the settlement;
ance In general maintethe identical warrants drawn by the lieved that 10 per cent of this loss
fiscal
nance fund. 53d
auditor were Indorsed and Immediatecould be saved. Alexander .McPher-so- ii
year, and not accounted
ly deposited with the treasurer and
of Idaho said his experiments
152.27 did not constitute a cash transaction. demonstrated the correctness of
for
's
Warrant No. 2401. Nov. 30,
is
a
nem
In
voucher
favor
The next
theory of the losses through ex1903, favor of H- O. Burof
for
amount
Donovan
the
of Jack
cessive Irrigation.
sum, withdrawing balance
Every dollar of this amount
400.75.
general maintenance
in
was drawn and received by Jack Donfund 54th fiscal year, and
ovan in cash, advanced at different
ARE
861.92 times from my personal funds in adnot accounted for
Warrant No. 3138, Jan. 8,
vance of the issuing of the warrant.
1906, drawn in favor of
His affidavit is false and without
NOW IN ERISCO
"Jack Donovan or bearfoundation.
er" and appearing on the
The next Item, amounting to $3,771.-- j
stub as in favor of "Jack
oi is all erroneous, so far as the same
Donovan' was paid to 11.
should be chargeable to me.
Sun Francisco, Sept. 4. One thous
The next item of $0,7.23, G. W.
J. Bursum and endorsed
Bond and Brother Is accounted for land strong, the second contingent of
by hi in, but the amount
was never paid to Donoand included in a charge against nie Farley's strike breakers landed in this
on the cash book journal.
van and he disclaims any
;clty today. They are mainly experiknowledge of the transacThe next Item of expenditure which enced car men and they come with a
constituts all of Exhibit "A" consists realization of conditions here and a
tion as per his affidavit
400.73 or items that were all carefully gone determination to break the strike at
unbodied in this reort
over, examined and approved by the all hazards. No attempt was made by
Amounts due from individboard of penitentiary commissioners, t lie I'nited Railways company to run
uals but noi included in
I have the check book
statement of 11. O. Bur
s'ubs covering cars today.
linaiiy all these items and for the
sum tKxluiiH G) showing
I tun produce receipts and will
Arrangement Reached in Montana.
balances due tlu penitenif given a proper opportunity.
Helena, Mont., Sept. 4 An agreetiary at date of his reThe next Item, that of contingent ment ns lo wanes was reache here
tirement, April 12. l'.Hiti.. 3,77153
expenses, during the seven years of yesterday between the representative!
H. O. Bursum
statement
4,107.41 iiny administration,
(Exhibit G.)
amounting in all of the I'niteil Mine Worker of Monto $17.1M.19; for thtse amounts Item- tana and Wyoming and the operators,
Corrected amount per ex8,006.19
hibit H
to govern next year being practically
(Continued on Page Five.)
Not accounted fir ly H. O.
the same as this year.
For-tier-
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DEMOCRACY HAS

ENDORSES THE
NEBRASKA STATESMAN
Macon.
Ga., Sept. 4. The state.
democratic convention opened here
this afternoon with a full attendance
of delegates ,and every county in the
state is represented. The convention
has attracted several thousand demo
crats from all parts of the state, la
addition to the delegates. Only routine
matters were transacted during the
forenoon, while the principal work ot
the convention, the nomination ot the
state ticket, will be done In the afternoon. The following candidates
are to be nominated:
Governor, attorney general, secretary ot state,
controller general, chief justice ot the
supreme court, state treasurer, commissioner of agriculture', state school
commissioners, three associate jus
tlces of the supreme court, one
United States senator, one prison
commissioner, one judge of the superior court, solicitor general, and
members ot the state executive committee,
;
;
.
GEORGIA

-

STENSLAND
HIS FRIEND

ACCUSES

SCIENTISTS

HERRING

GET BURNT

inn
HATI0HA1

j

LESS

in

.

OF THEFT

Extradition Treaty Ascend Mt. Colima Volcano President Will Leave Oyster
Bay Oct. I For Active
and Barely Escape With
Between This Country and
Political Life Again.
Their Lives.
Morocco Where He Is.

There's

No

TRANSPORT SHERIDAN
MEXICAN REBELS ARE
TWO BANDITS MAKE A
IS A COMPLETE LOSS
IN
ARIZONA
ARRESTED
GOOD HAUL IN OREGON
i

Oyster Bay, Sept. 4. President
Roosevelt will leave Sagamore Hill
October 1. Three
ed here today with a large attend- for Washington
ance and will continue In session two days later he will make a flying trip
weeks. Many of the foreign dele- to Harrlsburg and York, Pa., where
gates to the congress arrived some he will deliver addresses.
time last month and have been traveling to various interesting points in TRANSPORT SHERIDAN
CAN NOT BE 8AVED
this country In the meantime. Among
Washington, Sept. 4. A dispatch
the distinguished geologists from all
parts of the world who are In attend- received today says that the transport
ance at the congress are Walter Wahl, Sheridan will be practically a total
Franz Stradal, Victor Hackmann, Carl loss. All the personal property has
Hlawatsch, II. Ross, II. Credner, A. been removed from the Btranded
von Koenen, Conde and Condessa de steamer and an effort will be made to
Matuschka, Frit von Kerner, George save the engines, boilers and other
Greitn, B. Gunther, Bernard Hobson, equipment.
A. Denneberg, W. Hammer, Carl Die-ne- r,
Mrs. M. Dlener, L. Dupare, O. CRUISER BOSTON HAS
FOUNDERED ON ROCKS
Seiffert, A. Schenck, Charles
Bellingham, Wash., Sept. 4. The
G. Stefanescti, Senorlta F.
No Extradition Treaty,
Stefanescu, E. Tltze, K. Eskart, W. United States cruiser Boston, flagship
Assistant States Attorney Barbeur Salomon. G. Merclai, H. Sjogren, Mrs. of the Pacific squadron, foundered at
today made demand through Govern- 8. Doll Munro, H. Erdmann, A. Os- - low tide In a fog on the rocks ot Pea-boislands, In Serais Rosaro, twenty-tor Deneen on the United States gov- ann, S. T. Sihoskl, E. O. Hovey. Victor
miles from here, at noon yes- ernment for a warship to bring Paul Uhlig, Alex Witzstoln, .11. F. Cleland wo
terday. The cruiser floated on the
Stensland
banker under arrest at A. J. David, and many others.
B'anglers, back to this country. Govrising tide and reached the harbor
ernor Deneen at Springfield received
leaking badly. Captain Co ft man said
Get Volcanic Blast.
the following telegram from the Btate
that the pumps were keeping the watdelegates
to
adventurous
Fourteen
department:
er down, and he thought the vessel
congress
geolof
International
"There is no extradietlon with Mo- the
was not badly damaged. The Boston
rocco. Do you wish us to request the ogists returned here yesterday, badly was going out for target practice when
by
Mount
Colima
fires
from
sultan to render up Stenslana as a burned
the accident occurred.
friendly act on evidence shown of his volcano. They scaled the mountain to
er,
never
before made ,
a trip
the era
guilt?"
Boston Wool Market.
by any one, and were scorched by a
Boston, Sept. 4. There are no parsudden hot blast ot wind.
TWO BANDITS ROB BANK
ticulars regarding the wool market,
IN OREGON AND ESCAPE
which remains firm and fairly active.
Hauler, Ore., Sept. 4. Two bandits MEXICO REVOLUTION IS
PLOTTED IN THIS COUNTRY
nound and gagged Cashier t. W. Van
Tucson, Ariz., Sept. 4. Collis HumAucher In he State bank here
secured $2,5oo in gold and es- bert, a Frenchman, and Landro Villar
caped. Two hours elapsed before Van and Bruon Trevino, Mexicans, were
Aucher succeeded in ireeing himself arrested yesterday by Immigration Inand giving the alarm. Van Aucher spector Murphy at Mowry and Patawas work:g on his ooks .and no one gonia mining camps, charged with atelse was in the bank, it being a holi- tempting to organise a force of Mexiday.
can men to attack Nogales, Sonora,
Havana, Sept. 4. General Mario
and capture the customs house and
the arsenal of the rurales. Letters Menocal, who, it has been said, is the
DEATH OF HERMAN
OELRICHS AT SEA found on the prisoners show that their rebel candidate for the presidency,
New York, Sept. 4
Following the plans were Jirectedby the Mexican and Is now in Santiago, says that he
receipt at Newport yesterday of a revolutionists in St. I.ouis, and that Is ready to come to Havana and mediwireless message notifying her of the the revolutionists have organizations ate for peace without any thought of
will become active personal ambition.
The veterans of
death of her husi:ud on board the in forty cities and
steamship Kaiser , ilhelin der Grosse, as soon as they can secure arms. The the late war are eagerly expecting
him. Pino Guerra, however, declares
Saturday, Mrs. Herman Oelrichs Im- alleged agitators were Jailed at
he would rather die than accept Presmediately left for this city, where she
ident Palma's terms.
night.
will
The
last
arrived
funeral
Western Amateur Golf Tournament',
be held tomorrow and will be private.
St. Umls, Mo., Sept. 4. The WestRoot's Via.t Does Good.
Charles Oelrlchs said that his brother ern Amateur
Golf Championship
Santiago, Chile, Sept. 4. Secretary
had been ailing with liver trouble and tournament opened this morning on
and party, accompanied by Forhad been taking treatment at Carls- the links of the (lien Echo Country Root
eign
Minister Huneus, left Santiago
bad.
will continue for five days. today for Valparaiso to Inspect the
(iub,
and
According to a wireless dispatch re- The winner of the competiton will be
caused by the earthquake, preceived toilay the death of Herman Oel- the amateur champion of the Western ruins
vious
to embarking on the cruiser
richs at sea was due to Blight's dis- Golf association for this year and his
Charleston to proceed to Callao. A
ease.
club will have tho custody of the feeling of friendship for the L'uited
George It. Tborne trophy until the States here has been
strongly InRUSSIA SEEMS TO HAVE
next annual championship meeting. creased by Secretary Root's visit.
AN UNUSUAL QUIET SPELL The competition consists of a qualifySt. PeterstiiirL'
SrDt 4. Vfm-Chicago Livestock.
ing round at 3ti holes, medal play, 32
Chicago, Sept. 4. Cattle Receipts,
received toilay that the Armenians re to qualify.
Those qualifying must
best steady, others weak;
Gold 10,1100;
cently uiirneii emiit iartar villages then compete at match play.
and a large Tanar factory.
medals will be awarded to the winner beeves. $3.10 ti. 75; cows and heifers,
stockers
and feeders,
of the championship and to the player $1. 401 u.o;
SorneKiliing for Pasture.
making the lowest medal score In the $2.5o&4.3o; Texans, $3.C5S'4.50; west,
4.
Warsaw, Sept.
Soldiers last qualifying round. A silver medal will emers, $3.5xy 5.25; calves, $3.5007.5').
20,0o0;
steady;
Sheep Receipts.
ninht kille.l lour citizens und made a bo awarded to (be runner up, and two
s.
number of wholesale arrests.
sheep, $:!.5'i$f 5.ti5; lambs, $i.75&7.W.
bronze medals to the

Chicago, Sept. 4. A cable to the
Tribune from Tangier says: Paul D.
Stensland's coniessiou made yesterday to States Attorney Oleson clears
up much of the mystery surrounding
events leaulng up to the crash whlcn
Involved the ruin of the Milwaukee
Avenue bank, rie took much blame
upon himself but declared that'Cash-it- r
Hering was the forger and got
most of the money. He exonerated
his son, Theodore, and tue bank directors. He declared it a lie tnat he
had spent any money on Leona Lang-doKey or any other woman. Stens-lansaid that he had certain kowl-edgthat his liability to the bank
does not exceed $300,000 and any
shortage over that must nave been
the money stolen by rierlng.

Mexico City, Sept. 4. The tenth International Geological congress open-

n

d

e

dy

pino

gIrFprefers

Hoke 8mith Is Unanimous.
The democratic state convention
unanimously nominated Hoke Smith,
for governor and endorsed Bryan for
president.
The platform demands
- state railroad control,
'

-

BRYAN 8PENDS ACTIVE
DAY IN CHICAGO

Chicago, 111., Sept. 4. Extraordinary preparations have been made tor
the reception and entertainment of
William Jennings Bryan, who is expected to arrive here this afternoon
from the east, and who will deliver an
address at the Auditorium this evening. He will be welcomed upon his
arrival by a large committee and wilt
be entertained at dinner before the
meeting in the evening. Many of the
most prominent and influential democrats of Chicago and the state In general, will bo present, at the dinner,
and a large attendance is expected at
the meeting In the evening. Shortly
after the meeting Mr. Bryan will continue his Journey to Lincoln, Neb.,
where he Is due tomorrow and where
he will be received with an elaborate
home coming ovation. According to
the present plans of Mr. Bryan h
will be at St. Louis on September
11, in Louisville, Ky., on September
12, and In Cincinnati on September 13.
He does not expect to reach Kansas
City until later.
Arrived at 11 a. m.
William J. Bryan and party arrived
at Chicago 'at 11 o'clock today over
the Grand Trunk railroad. They disembarked at Fortieth street and drove
to the auditorium hotel in an automobile.

Is the Guest of Two Clubs.
A large party ot local democrats
-

met Bryan at the train. The first
man to greet him was Mayor Dunne.
During the forenoon Bryan held an
Informal reception.
He was entertained at luncheon by the Iroquois
club and tonight will be tho guest ot
the Jefferson club at a banquet at the
Auditorium hotel.

GREAT

death to peace

No-gal-

semi-tiualist-

.

RECEIPTS FROM

LAST NIGHT'S FIGHT
reGoldfleld, Nev., Sept. 4. The
ceipts for the Cans and Nelson fight,
d
decided in favor of Cans in the
round by Referee Siler on a
foul, amounted to approximately $78,-oo- o.
The number ot spectators aggregated 7,000. Manager Nolan denied
that Nelson fouled Gans and denied
.hat he had been jobbed. Both men
were tired when the fight ended, but
Gans was apparently the stronger.
Gans was ahead on points.
forty-secon-

Fight at Los Angeles.
Los Angeles. Cal., Sept. 4. Hugo
Kelly and Tommy Burns, who achieved fame by defeating Marvin Hart
and then accepting a match with Bob
Fiizsimmoiis, will fight a ten round
battle at Tom McCarey'B
PaclBo
Many promAthletic Club tonight.
inent sports from all parts of the Pacific coast are here to witness the
tight, which promises to be very Interesting.
St. Louis Wool
Ix)uis, Sept. 4.

Market

Wool steady:
teiirtory and western mediums, 24 W
2Sc; fine medium. IStrr.'c; fine, I4W
St.

17c.

pag;:

fOE
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EVENING CITIZEN
Daily

raMUfcal

ALBUQUERQUE

JL

ail

Waekly

llng

of
waited upon In the old style,
with evcrytuing fixed Just so liy the
waiters who know the special pecu-

liarities cf each guest.

If

Tkt) Citizen Publishing Company

Another Sleeping Beauty.
"What Is the charge?" said MagisI a Paatafflaa far trdnvnlulo tfcr
the trate Cornell, in the Harlem Police
Mlk M tune J ill Battar.
Court, when Hosie Schllefenstcln was
brought before hltn by her parents.
Hosie put h(r plump hands on the
edge of the desk, tucked her chin In
!UNION(jbniABtE
them, and yawned. The magistrate
spread his right hand over his mouth
to hide the echo of the yawn. "She's
fflalal Paper of Bernalillo County nluava enivivinff " Bflirl Jnaonh KrhllAfensteln. her father. Rosle was al-- !
ad City or Albuquerque.
ready sound asleep, kept in her up-- !
PfaM Afttraaoa Dlintchw.
Ulght position by her chin, which was
Urgart City 1x4 Ctuntjr ClrtuliHta.
hooked over tae edge of the desk,
Tka Urt t Saw Mole Clrciitaflra.
"Mls .Mficauley, said the magistrate
ItrrMt NcrthK Arizona Clrrolittea. to the probationary officer, "take this
girl from the room nnd see If you can't
TIRMI OF SUBSCRIPTION!
tS.M wake her up.' Miss Macauley hrougni
fMB W Hi ana raar ia a4Yanca.
girl back In fifteen mlnuts.
.60 the
..
av bmU. par month
tar
1.00 "Can't do anything
. on roar
Waak hr
with her." Miss
said. "She's so sleepy."
Sally by Carrier, 60c per month Macnuley
Then the isther told the court that
CmrM wilt ba dallrad hi ih Joe, the 'fat boy" In the "Pickwick
Tn
atar M a W rata of to emu pw waaa. r for M capers,
nver oouid sleep like nls
eaa aar until. Mn paid monthly.
Hosie. She was always taking naps,
and, although 18 years old,
liTirtlitni Eitei lade Know o on Application he said,
and pretty, she could not hold a Job
win eanfar
faTor b nottfrlriK na more than twenty minutes because of
lataly aa any
of th paper.
ner sleepy nanus. J.Ike Air. ward lea
ba addreaacd to Joe, she also has a good appetite, but,
Al lattara an4 ramittanraa tbcald
Taa email Pvai.iaRina Company.
besides eating and sleeping, she
aataaa, paaitrfnea and axpraaa monay orders
to oe unnbie to exert herself,
ant aa a da payable to th aidar of tha seems
She was gent to the Magdalen Home,
where Rhe will get the benefit of the
tUD Tll.ll
atonrtafle I S3
Colorado I 5 discipline until she is 21 years old.
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METROPOLIS
PROVED TO
OE ELASTIC
New York Easily Took ih the
Bryan Crowds. Aided
By Suburbs.
BIG

BUCKET

SHOP FAILED

IT FOR

2,

Scarcity of Waiters and Laundry
Girls

During Heated Term.
Other Gossip of Great Citv.

New 5'orK, Sept. 4 New York is
Btlll pluming Itself upon the way it
took care of the crowd of what has
come to be known as "Bryan Week. '
Such a. crowd is Beldom seen, and
when it comes to New York It comes

to a city that is already full.

This
sounds strange to say of a city in the
middle of the summer, when the vacation habit has been so industriously
cultivated that It is hard to find a
business man who Is not away on
his vacation, and the city Is commonly
pronounced empty. But the class that
goes out of the city !n summer Is
comparatively smaa In numbers, and
there is a whole city full left behind.
But New York nas become a city of
sight seeing, and the number of people who come here to look around to
'
see the great things of New York, Is
very large, and is Increasing every
day. So the aotel keepers, before
they were confronted wttn tae great
problem of the Bryan rush of, people,
who came from every state 'in the
Union, said that the hotels were already full, and so were the boarding
nouses, but wuen the Bryan throngs
came rushing into town, every one
accustomed to sleeping In a bed, and
demanding that they each and all
have beds, the hotels seemed to expand and to assume as much flexibility as ii tney were made of India rui-beBoarding houses also found the
rooms for many more than they already had. Thn the suburbs took a
hold. New York has about two dozen
cities around it that may be considered to be almost a part of it. People went to Philadelphia, Newark,
Jersey City and other cities. Of
course, Brooklyn took Its quota, and
the towns on the Long Island Bhores
found places for thousands, and they
had a nice time sleeping in the sea
air, with lovely oreezes blowing over
them and making thm tug at ine
blankets. When these came to the
lty in the mornings they were a
freah lot of people, ready for any
emergency, and undertaking, and Just
hustling full of fun.. Sleeping cars,
also, on the lines near tne city, toon
care of many a tired soul, who
wouldn't have missed Bryan, and yet
did want to have its accustomed sleep.
It is safe to say not another city in
the world could have absorbed into
its system so many weary travelers,
and let none ot them go without at
least
cot, as New York City did.
No grumoiiiif has come from outside
that people were in the least nl treated, as Is often tne case when great
crowds come down en masse upon a
city. New York is, indeed, used to
crowds, and took H as a matter of
course.
r.
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Health Insurance in its
Cheapest Form
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HIGHLAND PHARMACY
205 East Railroad Ave.

PHARMACY

ALVARADO

First St. and Cold Avbu

SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST
Full Set of Teeth

fV W
fa-Go-ld

$8
Crowns
Gold Filling
$1.50 up
Painless Extracting
50c

mhfl

ALL

GUAR-

WORK

ABSOLUTELY
ANTEED.

WANTED A waiter or
Vendome hotel.
WANTED Dining room girl and
chambermaid. Apply at Columbus
hotel.
WANTEDVVonia u wants position.
Can cooiv or do second work part of
the day. Address M, Citizen office.
WANTiVVoman to do plain cooking and general house work. Mat
thew's Jersey Dairy
WANTED A middle, aged woman to
renovate bedding for roomlnghouse.
Call at Mrs. Williams, 311 West Silver avenu'
WANTEDCIerk for general merchandise s;ore; must speak Spanish with good recommendation. Address S., this olllce.
WANTED A good woman cook to
cook only one meal a day. Good
cook.
wages. Must be first-claGerman or Swede preferred. Ad
ss

dress

G. K. N.

Cltlen

INTEREST .ALLOWED

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.

WANTED.

office.

Gentlemen's second-han- d
WANTED
clothing. No. 515 South First street,
south of viaduct. Sena address and
will call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor.
WANTED-Gentleinon
boarders
irnch; ideal location for health. For
particulars address Box 84. No
careless Invalids wanted.
WANTED An experienced grocery1
man to solicit orders on delivery
wagon. Must not be afraid of hard
work. Young man preferred. Address May Bros., Las Cruces, N. M.
WANTED $12 to $24 weekly salary
and expenses raid to energetic man
or woman employing agents for fast
selling goods in New Mexico territory. Experience unnecessary, permanent. References. Jos. Moore, 123
Plymouth, Chicago, 111.
WANTED Gentleman or lady of good
references to trnvel and collect for
wholesale and retail firm of large
capital. Salary and expenses with
commission $1,500 to $2,000 per
paid
year. Salary and expenses
Adweekly; expenses advanced.
dress, with stamp, Monarch company, 125 Plymouth place, Chicago,

ON

SAVINGS

DEPOSITS

MONEY to LOAN
Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses,
Wagons and other Chattels; also on
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as $10 and as high as
$200. Loans are quickly made end
strictly private. Time: One month
to one year given. Goods remain In
your possession. Our rates ere reasonable. Call and see us before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
315 West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evenings.
On

REAL ESTATE
HOUSES

LOTS

With Ample Means and Unsurpassed

Facilities.

Extends to Depositors Every Proper Accommodation,
New Accounts Capital, $150,000.00.

and

Solicits

Oi'FICER3 AND DIRECTORS
Solomon Luna, President; W. 8. Strlckler, V. P. and Cashier; W.
JohnBon, Asst. Cashier; Win. Mcintosh, J. C. Baldridge, Solo- J.
mon Luna, A. M. Blackwell, Geo. Arnot, O. E.
Cro-nwel-

l.

DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON. TOPEKA & SANTA FE RY.

RANCHES

en

CO
B. F.

COPP.

ROOM 12, N. T. ARMIJO BUILDING.

tion of builders throughout the whole
United States.

old timer.

PLAY FOR LONDON
AND NEW YORK
London, Sept. 4. "Toddles" is the
name which Charles I'rohman has
given to the play, "Ti ipplepatte" in
which he will present Cyril Maude,

111.
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FIRST NATIONAL BANK
aUQUERQTJB,

PORTERFIELD CO.
110 West Gold Ave.

BACON

BASHINSKY

&
ESTATE

REAL
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AND

H.

LOANS

J

Wore
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PROFESSIONAL
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Caahler
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Auto Phone 578 '

205 West Gold

Attre4

LAWYERS.

8n

Depository for
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ad Profit

AtckU,

Cashier

trtast

v. n.
Oapttel
Paid U Capital.

CARDS

rrit
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Topek

$269,0OO.W

r

Santa

Railway

Oo-p- aay

Ira M. Bond.
ATTOR-'.'EAT LAW. 32 F street
N. W., Washington, D. C. Pensions,

lands, patents,
copyrights, caveats,
letter patents, trade marks, claims.
R. W. D. Bryan.
ATTORNEY AT LAW, Albuquerque, N. M. Office, First National
Bank building.

ST A TE NA TIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE,

E. W. Dobson.

ATTORNEY AT LAW. Office,
well block, Albuquerque, N. M.
DENTISTS.

J. E. KRAFT,
Dental Surgeon.
Rooms 15 and 16, Grant block, over
the Golden Rule Dry Goods company.
Both 'phones. Appointments made by
mall.
Edmund J. Alger, D. D. S.
No. 306 Railroad .avenue.
Office
hours, 8:30 a. m., to 12:J p. m.; 1:30
p. m. to 5 p. m. Telephone 462. Appointments made by mall.
PHYSICIANS.
DR.

DR. R. L.
Office,

NEW MEXICO

CAPITAL,
SURPLUS AND PROFITS, .

Crom-

. .

$100,000.00
22,000.00

Interest Paid on Time Deposits
Safety Deposit Boxes for Rent. Drafts Issued on all parts of the Worid

We Want Your

O. N.

i.

Banking Business

DIRECTORS
Wm. Farr. J. B. Herndon. I. A. Dye. E. A. MIera.
H. varns. J. A. Weinman. F. H. otrong. Jay A. Hubbs.

Matron.

HUST.

N. T. Armljo Bldg.

6--

Tuberculosis
treated with
Current and
Electrical
Germicide. Treatments given each
day from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m.. Trained
nurse ln attendance. Both 'phones.
UNDERTAKER.
Auto, 'phone 316.
Colo., Red 115.

y

A. BORDERS.

Commercial
Club Building. Black
and White Hearse, $5.
ARCHITECTS.
F. W. Spencer and V. O. Walling-ford- .
Rooms
Barnett building,
Albuquerque, N. M. Both 'phones.
CIVIL ENGINEER.

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Wholesale Grocers
Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

46-4-

J.

R.

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

Farwell.

Room 23, N. T. Armljo building.
NOTARY PUBLIC.

2.

Thos. K. D. Maddlson.
Office with W. B. Childers, 117 West
Gold avenue.
RODERICK STOVE.., E. E.

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.
SHOWER BATH BENEFITS

Electrical and Mechanical Engineer.
Agent for Fairbanks, Morse & Co.
Gas and gasoline engines a specialty.
06 west Railroad avenue. Auto
matic 'phone, 179.
EXAMINER OF TITLES.

are simply a "terra Incognita" to the

man who never tried them. If we fit
up a bath-tufor you as it should be
tqulpped namely, with a shower attachment, the comfort, coolness and
enjoyment ycu'll obtain these not
auramer days and night will make you
our friends lor life. Ask us about
prices.
We carry tie finest line of garden
hose In the city.
b

H. R. WHITING,
South Second Street, First
National Bank building.
Albuquerque, N. M.
Examiner and abstracter of land
titles, including those of Spanish and
Mexican origin.
No.

119

MERCHANT

UPSTAIRS,

Standard Plumbing andlKeating Co,

TAILORING

OVERNO.

209 WEST
AVENUE, O. BAM-

RAILROAD
BINI, PROPRIETOR.

My merchant tailoring snop is up
stairs over No. 209 West Railroad ave
nue, where I solicit the patronage of
the public. All work guaranteed first-clasas I have had fifteen years' experience in the business. Sulla made
to order. Clothes cleaned, pressed ana
repaired. The specific I use will not
injure the cloth. Ladies' garments
also cleaned and walking skirts made
to order. Give me a trial.
O. BAMBINI.

EVERY WEEK.

A NEW SHOW

Auto. 'Phone, 671.

Manager Davis, of the Penny ParSouth Second street, announces a change of program, new
pictures and new songs every Saturday morning. A whob show for a
lor, 216 Va

1873.

0
0

THE WHOLES AT J?- OR O PER

S

o

Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK
BREAD and take no other.

KREAM

ESTABLISHED

L. B. PUTNEY
FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
lu the Southwest.

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
RAILROAD

AVENU::.

ALBUQUERQUE. N. J

00mm9w0mo99
J.

pean.--.

Torturing eczema !preads its burning area every day. lK)an's Ointment
quickly stops Its spreading, instantly
relieves the itching, cures it permanently. At any drug store.

Colo., Red 234.

0004I0C00000C04K4K0
OLD RELIABLE.
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NEW MEXICO

cepliai 2nd surplus, $100,000

5c 3 for 10c

ct
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ALBUQUERQUE

Cit;zei Want Ads, FurnlsH you
wi.Sn mammas and Addresses
c people wtio are
"Neccessary to You Prosperity"

for Invslld

II

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

fhould be working for yout
hi wouid gladly lend you moneyf
wo 3
niM like to buy your horssT
who would buy an Interest In your bustnsMT
who would buy that lot of ground?
who would buy your old blcyclst
w

FOR rtENT.
house.
FOR RENT Nice, three-rooIves, the florist.
FOR RENT Elegant furnished rooms
for gentleman only. Reasonable. 417
West Silver avenue.
FOR RENT Large pleasant, furnish-room- ;
bath, electric light. Reasonable. 418 West Silver avenue.
FOR REN r Pleasant front rooms for
housekeeping.
reasonable
Rent
Close In. Corner of Sixth street and
Railroad avenue.
FOlfRENT Saloon in good location
in city; fixtures and everything
ready for business. Apply to Consolidated Liquor Co.
FOR RENT Newly furnished rooms
at the Mineapolls house, with or
without housekeeping, $1 per week
and up. Albuquerque, N. M.
FOR RENT Cottages and cottage
fiats, one to five rooms. Very nicely furnished, pianos, etc., to suit
tenants. Mrs. Norrls, No. 110 East
Cowl avenue, east end of vladnct.
FOR SALE.
FOll'SALE Elegant" Knahopiamf"ln
perfect condition. Apply 512 South
Broadway.
FOR-SAFurniture
house, tall at 114 South Arno street
Sale commences Tuesday Sept. 4.
FO RS AE B I c y cle and gen e r al
shop with fine set of tools;
good paying business.
Porterfield
Co., 110 Gold avenue.
lull SALE A bauusouie liardiuan
piano, ln fine condition and almost
new, at a bargain.
For particulars, call at this office.
FOR SALE Fresh cider every day at
30 cents a gallon.
Order Colorado
telephone, Black 252-or Albers
Bros." Dairy wagons. L. U. Albers,
1930 South Railroad avenue.
FOR SALE: Five Jersey milk cowb,
15 Jersey heifers, a
and
one Jersey bull; relgstered stock;
also nouse for rent. 1500 South
John street.
hOR SALii A well established feen-ermerchandise store, doing good
business, ln good country town;
good reasons
for selling; store
building and dwelling for rent or
p.
sale.
u. box 218.
FOR SALE The Minneapolis House,
at a bargain. Must be sold. Forty-fcu- r
rooms,
all newly furnished,
painted and papered. The best paying property In Albuquerque. Any
otfer acceptable. Call or address C.
D. Warde, the Minneapolis House,
Albuquerque, N. M.
Itn laeeA
lew" Ro l?y h'"1
W,
FO R S A LE O eneral
merchandise
business on the El Paso and Southreei
western ln eastern New Mexico.
building, on which is fllHllflver! I?
t
T.,
I ini nm,
.i.
euou H t)
Stock $15,000 to $20,000. Fine opcurt CWIIM
'
Idige
letters:
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K.cor,l
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portunity for right party. Can exlilt? Ill
m.k
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promote
I
II
digestion
plain good reason for selling. Ix
ami api elite
rl
reVm'.l
passage of the bow Is. Ask y our
Jhwh ,K1,n y.
cality healthiest in New Mexico. Adevoke .he admira druggist lor them. 25 cents a box
dress Inquiries to this paper.
uOST.
LOST A National bicycle; was taken
1
i v
to love children, and no home
from Elks' opera house yesterday.
Any one finding same will please
tan oe completely uappy itn
return to store of Wtlller & Benout them, yet theordeal through
jamin.
which th expectant mother LOST A bundle of clothes. Finder
s,
please return to John Martinez,
must pass usually is so full of suffering-- ,
or to Citizen office, and redanjjtr i,nd fear that she looks forward
ceive reward.
o tbi rri ical hour with apprehension
The Breath of Life.
It's a significant fact that the
nd oread
Mother's Friend, by its pene strongest
animal of its size, the gortrating and soothing properties, allays nausea, nervousness, and illa, also has the largest lungs. Powall unpleasant feelings, and so jtepares the system for the erful lungs mean powerful creatures.
How to keep the breathing organs
crdtui that she passes through
right should be man's chiefest study.
Like thousands of others, Mrs. Ora A.
the event safely and with but
Stephens, of Port Williams, O., has
little suffering, as numbers have
learned how to do this. She writes.
testified and said, "it is worth
"Three bottles of Dr. King's New
Discovery stopped niy cough of two
its weight in gold." $1.00 per
years and cured me of what my
Book containing
bottlt of druggists.
friends thought consumption. O, it's
grand for throat and lung troubles."
valuable information mailed free.
Price,
Guaranteed by all druggists.
1HC BRADMUD MGIUTOR CO.. AlUnta, Ce.
5c and $1.00. Trial bottle free.
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BANK INSTITUTIONS

Cfca

under his management, as a star, at
the Duke of York Theater, this evening. The play Is In three acts and
Printing More Change.
five scenes, and the new company
It is good news that, comes from which will support Mr. Maude inWashington tnat the treasury
de- cludes Iottie Venner, Gertrude Kingpartment Is about to put on a num- ston. Alice Crawford, Helen Ferrars,
ber more presses to print small bills. Nancy Price, Kenneth Douglas, Ivan
There is a great scarcity of small bills Dawson, Alfred Bishop, Lytton Grey,
and with most of u8 there is a scarcity Betty Greene and Betty Calish. Each
of any kind of Dills. But in the mer- evening, as a
curtain raiser to "Todcantile and banking world tne trouble dles," Mr. Frohman
will present Miss
of getting the dtsired quantity
of Pauline Chase, the famous "Pajama
small bills to accomodate customers Girl,"
one-avaudeville play,
with the proper change has been very arrangedin aby
Alfred Chevalier, with
bothersome and vexatious.
There music by William .ones, of the
never has been such a scarcity and
Vaudeville Theater, in this city. Dur- the secretary of the treasury has had line
ftaa Phuua u'lll
tha w nlor
... nraata
1
tne sumect on bis mind for a lone1
,n
"Toddle."
time, wthout any relief being found L
lllew1 PB?
Pro(iucel ln New York,
new
ndw Mr' V"
nTe Teen nu'lnto of
management.
.1
nimble workmen got to handle them,
b will be but a short time before MADISON SQUARE GARDEN
HAS TOBACCO EXHIBITION
there will be plenty of one and
New York, Sept. 4. The great exbills, enough to satisfy all the
position
to be held nere during the
legitimate demands.
two weeks beginning yesterday, under
the auspices of the Tobacco Trades
Large Bucket Shops Failed.
The bucket shop people nave given exposition association was opened to
a pyrotechnic show with the failure the public at Madison Square Garden
of M. J. Sage & Co., who were the last evening. The association, which
king pins of the business. This firm will cover every branch of the tokept thlry telegraph operators busy bacco industry, from the raw leaf to
In their Jersey
City establishment, the finlsned products in the form of
smoking tobacco
and had four trunk lines of telegraph cigars, cigarettes,
to the south alone, with agejits In and Kuntf and the numerous accessomany cities, to the number of 155. ries, promises to be a givat success
They handled about ia.OOO snares and will ue greater than any similar
daily, and got caught by the bulls to exposition ever neld in any country in
the tune of 2,(Miu,0iKi. which is quite the world.
a tidy sum to lose, even for a bucket
shop, it is estimated that the notor- SPEAKER CANNON STUMPS
FOR SENATOR LITTLEFIELD
ious "Al" Adams, who served a term
Rockland, Me., Sept. 4. Speaker
for policy playing on a gigantic scale,
the principal speaker
and who is said to ,aave backed the Ca"noi wtt
bucket shop, is out about a million al meeting nere mis evening in sup- port
of Representative
Littlefield,
and refused to put up any more cash,
letting them drop with a dull rnuu. whose home is in this city. OrganIs
opposing Mr. Littlefield
ine passion for imcket shop dealings ized labor
in the eighteenth dls-this widespread, and has Its hold upcmlfor
,rl(
t auJ sPker Cannon will make
entire country, the disease finding!
Us victims throughout
the entire'3 "'"'ermined effort to defend Mr.
country, no matter whether there has' Uttl" neltl -- SaInst the charges made
been a recent exposure or not. Wall aeainst him by the labor organlzar
street firms say this failure will lead ,ions- to the diminution if not the extinct- Ion of many others in the same line 5TAGE HDL n "PNEAJ
1(rflBNI.
of business. The swindle is palpable.
Wawont
-T- hree
caUf
Sent
as in many cases there is no Iran- '
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' ""I?"
xApw" "ee
"action in the stock market to
,
r"
8,ae waa ?A.
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'hH ''T1'?,1 '
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'"'''"T
V
rs to,
e
charge or credit customers accor'dfng U
'""""'"Kf
rifled
.
tne Wells Fargo
lv
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B,hbo5' T1,e n,an 18 Probably the same
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in
the c" a1,s
'
V one who rol,1tl" ,he 8t
in August
frretHeva6., so aud etn The "iXcon-- l
and In July the year before,
spirator could not get out in time.'fMEW
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ln thl8 case' ati
l.,,reBfR"lU'ar8 '
OF PYTHIAS IN SESSION
managers
say,
about
Canobie Lake, N. H.. Sept. i.-- The
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assets to meet tae obllga- - annuai encampment of the
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Laundries and Restaurants Suffer.
The heat has had a disastrous effect upon many classes of business,
but tfcpecially uKn the restaurant
and laundry business. In the latter
the hot irons and boiling soap suds
have caused many employes to flee
from work, ami they have remained
idle rather than be roasted to death.
In consequence there has been wailing and gnashing of teeth by the
Beau Brumiuels and the fine laciis of
fashion, who have not been able to
get their lauudried attire as they
have been accustomed to ji.
But
keepers of the laundries say the can't
help the matter. No other employes
are to be had, and the' cooler wave
is the only tiling that will enable the
beaux and dames to apj ear in spotless linen as of yore. The restaurant keeperes have also been bothered
greatly. Customers find a lot cf
waiters serving them, or have to wait
long spells for their orders, as there
are not waiters to serve more than
s
of the patrons. The sear-citis very provoking and more pronounced than it has been In a great
whne. The lullowlng by the waiters
of the patrons w the seaside resorts
lias caused a scarcity of Its own, as
the summer cottages and hotels bid
high for help, aud draw what they
need from tae city hotels and restaurants. Cool weather will bring back
both patrons and waiters, and customers will then have the satisfaction

TUESdAV, SEPTEMBER 4, 1906.

O YOU WANT THE,
NAME AND ADDRESS

Aseptic Paper
Drinking Cups

linw

Promptly Acting Sailor.
Our fountains are not specially ob
jects of admiration. Tne water is sel
dom spouting to any considerable extent, but they contrive to be danger
ous for tne rising generation, who
contrive t"o find tnem nice places in
wnich to drown or narrowly escape
from l.JBt dire calamity. A little girl
named Irene Meyers leaned over too
far at the City Hall fountain, to see
an Improvised race of small boats set
afloat by tyie boys. Over went little
Irene into the water, with a great
splash. Of course the boys end girls
went screaming hither and tnituer.
n number of park loungers had a good
laugh at the ducking she was getting,
but the matter became serious, for
the little girl lost her footing, and
twice went under the three feet or
water that,covered the bottom of the
fountain. Vinally, a big sailor saw
she was in danger, and waded into the
fountain, not minding the effect of the
water on his new uniform, and pulled
the child out. rue youngster was
gasping when he pulled her out.
bailor Johnson held her by the heels
and shook some of the water out of
her. The crowd cheered the rescuer
for his galiant work. Yet little Irene
would have cert ally drowned but for
him, because the inevitable tendency
of a crowd is to laugh nt any strange
tnlng, without thinking of giving help
when it is most needed.

CITIZEN.

EVENING

C.

BALDRIDGE

DEALER IN NATIVE ANO CHICAGO LUMBER
PAINT Covers more, loo..s best, wears
longest, most economical; full measure.
BL'ILDiNU PAPER Always in stock. Plaster, Lime, Cement, Pa
Glass, Sash, Doors, Etc.
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE. ALBUQUERQUE. NEW M

SHERjiAN-WILLIAM-
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TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 4,

IS FIRED

R.

T.

'ALBUQUERQUE

190S.

PACE THREC

A Free Aiito Ride to University Heights!

UP AIL THE

1

EVENING CITIZEN.

Five years from now and you would not know it was the same Albuquerque. The Heights will be the aristocratic residence section
lots at from $25.00 to $150.00 per lot; $5.00 down $5.00 per month. No
of the city.
Better buy some of those beautiful fifty-fointerest, and you will double your money.

It

ot

University Heights Improvement Co., Owners

A
MINUTE
THE
WHEN
PRESIDENT HASNT GOT 'EM
ALL GUESSING, AND SPELLING
REFORM
AND THE WATSON
LETTER MAKE LOTS OF

NOT

Down Town Office 119 South Second Street

First National Bank Building

Special Correspondence.
This
Wasmngton. I). C, Sept. 4.
d d administration reminds me of
Fourth of July," remarked Charles A.
Edwards, clerk of the democratic
minority, and secretary of the national
committee.
democratic congressional
"Can't turn 'round but what a torpedo
or firecracKer goes off under your
legs. So rest, no sleep and that
"
d d man Roosevelt
The rest of the remarks went ott
Into blue falme and sparks.
. Sptlling
reform on the heels of
the Watson letter has worked upon
From the
the' secretary's feelings.
Donald, G. Patsons. Struck out By
fizz of the continuous language popTHE GRAYS KNEW WHERE GAL- - Bell, 6; by Gailegos, 4; by Forsyth, 4.
ped such pleasant terms as
BALL-B- ELL
THE
LEGOS
THREW
1.
bronchqo bust"
Wild pitches Bell, 1; Gallegos,
WAS INVINCIBLE
Umpire Hale.
er." "advertiser," "boss." "juggler,"
INNINGS.
SIX
FOR
etc.
National League.
Charley Is not patient, and his
the second game of
Santa
R. H. ei.
At Pittsburg
language Is not chaste. But It is often the seriesFebytook
6.
a score of 11 to isanta
2
7 10
picturesque, and it never whispers. Ke knew ius where Gallegos threw Pittsburg
1
5 3
And aa secretary of the congressional the ball and that wag where they put St. Louis
Batteries Win. a and Gibson
committee he -- as been sorely tried.
their bats. If It came over, the result
and Noonan.
why,
over,
was a hit. If it didn't cove
R. H. E.
At Cincinnati
What made Secretary Edwards real the batter walked. And it was these Cincinnati
0 2 4
...
mad was that Watson letter. This Is walks that caused the town boys to Chicago
7 16 0
the epistle, ... will be recalled, In take second money. In four innings
Batteries Weimer and Livingston;
which T. woosevelt lifted up hlg voice Gallegos gave four bases on balls and Reuhlbach
and Moran.
and chanted peans to the praise of one base on a aeaa nan. rour w
R. H. E.
Second game
It. told
congress.
iow no congress these five passes cost runs, and to
2 7 1
ever had been, or ever would be, so this quartet of counters are to ie Cincinnati
5 7 1
wise, faithful and prolific as the one added five more scores reaped by the Chicago
Batteries Hall, Smoot and Schlei;
"uncled" by Joe of Illinois. No one boys from the north as a result or five iaylor
and Kling.
but republicans nad contributed to the hits, two errors by Nye in the right At Philadelphia
R. H. E.
triumph, and nothing but indorse field and one error by Graham In the
10 12 1
Brooklyn
ments should be handed them in re center garden.
5 5 1
fhiladelphia
turn.
It was in the beginning or the nrtn
Bergen;
Batteries Scanlon and
The reason this made Edwards so that Third Baseman Forsyth exchang- Duggleby,
Moser and Donovan.
mad Is tnls: The democrats had plan ed places with Gallegos. The latter
'
At New York
It. H. E.
ned, and already were at work, using said that he couldn't play the posi- New
4
6 1
l ork
Roosevelt as a democratic asset. The tion, but the first thing he did was to
0 3 2
laws secured from congress, the vot spear a hot one off George Parson's Boston
Mjattrtewson,
Itresnahan
ers were assured, were tne result of bat. and put tne pellet in tne nrst andBatteries
Smith; Pfeiffer and ONeln.
the combined efforts of T. Rooseveit baseman's mit like It was In a groove.
R. H. E
Second game
The Forsyth had what the Gray? couldn't
and the democratic minority.
'iffHBiiiii i ";"'
3 8 1
I
The solve. Not one of the first three men New York
republicans were In disgrace.
5
3
Boston
2
party was under the ban, even of the to face him rtached first base and in
;
Batteries Ames, Wiltse and
chief executive. The people's cause the five Innings of his delivery the
Llndaman and O'Nell.
was saved bv John Sharp Williams, visitors connected safely for only
Jos. Bailey. benj. R. Tillman and the three hits. These coupled with two
American League.
rest of that stanch brigade in con bases on balls and two stolen bases
R. H. E
At Ntw York
junction with ine wonderful T. R by Pettus netted two runs.
New
4
8 0
York
(Which Is more or less true.)
six Innings the urowns ieit aim Philadelphia
For
3 G 3
Then why shouldn't Charlie be lessly aliout for Bell's evasiveness, and
Batteries Doyle, Chesbro and
grieved at the Watson letter.
it was not until tne seventh that it
Dygert and Powers.
firefound,
once
was
the
But
found.
game
Then came the spelling reform
R. H. E.
Second
Graham
seventh
began.
In
the
More noise and excitement than the works witu a double. Gallegos rol Hiilaaelpnia
3 5 2
ned
New
3 4 1
whole congressional campaign put to ode
York
coupiea
single
a
end
lowed
with
these
gether. It Has made more discussion
At Cleveland
H. E.
R.
a
Anderson,
by
and
D.
errors
3 13 2
tnan the meat inspection bill, and with
Cleveland
pair
of
a
Conway
by
netted
Chicago
3 9 4
threatens to maKe as much as race sacrifice
tallies. In the eighth Edwards, who
suicide.
Batteries
Bemis;
Rroades
and
Nye
the
place
in
of
had taken the
It has divided Washington into right
field, got on by an error at sec Owen, Smith and Towne.
Those who approve
hostile camps.
Boston
At
R. H.E
w hich assisted by hits by Corhan
are not less ardent than those who ond, Clancy
Wasmngton
6 13 4
counted' another run ana Boston
and
don't.
3 6 5
still
another
good
for
said the layout looked
"Talk about your dictators,"
Batteries fatten,
CAROLINE GROTE.
and
Warner
by
out
was
run,
Corhan
.douuied
an official of the government print Bell but
Wakefield; Winter and Carrlgan.
In
drive.
catching
McDonald's
Caroline Grote is the first woman In which she thanked the delegates
ing office. "The president Is Inter
R. H. E.
At Detroit
had struck Detroit
fering with my personal liberties. the ninth after Graham singled.
2 8 2 to be
nominated for a state office for their compliment and for their
Conway
The
Gallegos
and
In her in being willing to put inWhat is the good of the constitution out,
St. Louis
6 10 1 in Illinois.
Last week she received trust
a
forced
into
driven
then
was
former
to her hands one of the most serious
if I can't spell as my fathers spelled play by
Batteries Mullin
Schmidt;
and
base,
the
hitting
nomination
the
unanimous
of
Ortiz
i.nru
to
0 trusts, the education of their chilbefore me; '
torsyth hit the ball for two bags, and Glade and O'Connor.
democratic state convention for the of- - dren. Sue said that from the enthus- "Is the language protected by th two
home.
scampering
came
Brownies
Western League.
fice cf state superitendent of public lasn manifested she was sure of elec
constitution?" asked one who favors
Edwards took his turn at the bingle-dolng- s
game Instruction.
At
Pueblo Denver-Puebltion. 1 nen sue Dowea aim guinea ana
the new regime.
ue
1
Forsyth
home.
raced
and
"It's my language, isn't it?" replies game closed bv Corhan hitting to postponed on account of wet. grounds.
Although under the laws of Illinois again disappeared Into the crowd.
At Lincoln
R. n. E. she cannot vote, the men can vote for
For a momtnt the delegates re- the other.
short and forcing Edwards out at Lincoln
9 7 1
"Only while you're using it."
malned dumb, astonished and taken off
will.
her,
a
them
lot
and
of
second,
bcore:
3 13 4
Sioux City
" 'Taint for him to Interfere with
Her name was the only one which their feet. Then the uand burst Into
McKay
Batteries
and ZInran; came before the convention for the of- "Good Morning, Carrie," and again
my spelling is it? When I'm doln' the
..i.BIjQUERQUE.
spelling?"
fice. The nomination was put through they went wild. Men stood on their
AB. R. H. PO. A. E. Jackson and Freese.
R. H. E. by acclamation.
At Des Moines
1
1
0
3
"Government documents aln t your Corhan, ss. . . 5
There was all sorts chairs, waved their coats, threw their
b 12 2 of laughter
0 Des Moines
0
8
applause and good- - hats in the air and yelled. It was the
0
language. The president owns tht McDonald, c. . 3 0
and
7
2
0
greatest demonstration of the day,
2
0 Omaha
2
7
0
Joking among the delegates
natured
Clancy, 2b ... 4
official language."
Batteries Miller and Wolfe; San1
1
1
0
1
"Good girl, Caroline!
Hurray fori greater by far than iliat which fol- "Ain't the Congressional Record of Gratiam, cf. . . 4
1
0 ders and Gondlng.
2
2
2
Carrie!" mingled with calls for a lowed the endorsement of Bryan for
You think he owns Gallegos, P. . . 4
ficial language?
R. H. E. speech.
Second game
the presidency
1
1
2
8
. . 4
Conway lb.
the language of Senator Aldrich?"
,. 4 6 3 Suddenly, to the surprise of every0 Des Moines
0
4
0
Miss Grole lives In Bellvllle, 111.,
Ortiz, If. '
"They ain't here."
1
1
6
1 Omaha
1
2
1
0
one, a woman appeared
from
Forsyth. 3b. . . 4
has devoted her life to education,
the
and
"Well, they'll come, won't they?"
Batteries Gillen and Wolfe; Corns crowd on the platform and stepped to al work.
2
1
0
0
0
0
At present she Is county sir
"Yes, and what are they going to Nye, rf
Bender.
and
1
1
0
.
0
.
0
3
facing
delegates.
In perlntendent of schools of ber home
the front
the
Edwards, rf .
do about it?"
county. She is tall, of good figure,
an instant the noise was hushed.
"You think they'll stand to se
American Association.
4
6 10 27 10
36
She smiled at the delegates
and with black eyes and hair and a charm
their remarks printed foolish iu the Total
At Indianapolis
'1 hen she made a little speecn
ing manner.
4 bowed.
Indianapolis
Record? What'll they send to con
SANTA FE.
3
Louisville
stituents for campaign literature?
A. E.
PO.
H.
R.
AB.
?"
prot ection p- Second game
1
1
1
0 11
Parson lb.. 5
1
"What kind of an argument woula G.
4
0
2
T Z Indianapolis
D Anderson 2d 4
4
that be?"
1 Louisville
3
2
1
2
3
3b
L
Anderson
"Perhaps
the congressmen and Pettus, c
At Columbus
0
7
0
0
3
3
8
senators would like It when they get
0 Columbus
1
2
0
2
4
If
6
used to it."
4
1
0 Toledo
0
0
5
Lopez, cf
likes Wi Parsons ss. 5 0
Second game
"Yes; same way Foraker
0
5
0
2
Roosevelt."
0 Columbus
0
1
0
0
5
Arcia, rf
1
And thus the controversy wages.
2
2
0 Toledo
0
0
5
Bell, p
At Minneapolis
10,
It looks, in fact, as if there might
4 Minneapolis
9 27 It
39 11
Total
2'
be some confusion in the government
Milwaukee
printing office in distinguishing beSecond game
by Innings:
Score
3;
Minneapolis
tween the jobs which will admit of re1
Milwaukee
formed spelling and those which will Santa Ee
011
not. Some of the scientific docu- Albuquerque ..
At Kansas City
1
ments are printed by the government
Summary: Bases on balls Off Gal- Kansas City
2
and the scientists are conservative. legos, 4; off Forsyth, 2. Two-bashits bt. Paul
The question of the style to be used in
Second game
Ixpez, Graham and Forsyth. Double
3
the Congressional Record Is bound to plays Bell to D. Anderson; Bell to Kansas City
come up In time, and it Is possible G. Parsons. Hit by pitched ball Mc- - St. Paul
the members of congress may determine that this Is under their control.
Which might compel the use of two
'den of the New Mexico penitentiary.!
"style books" In the print shop, and OLD
SOLDIERS
to which he was recently appointed
two systems of spelling going side
by Superintendent
Arthur Trelford
by side.
vice John Collier, resigned.
GET
PENSIONS
They're Worn Out.
1
Postoffices Established.
There Is a campaign on against
postmaster,
county;
I.oyd,
Quay
things that have been said so often NEW MEXICANS REMEMBERED John E. Erwln.
that you are tired of hearing them.
NEW ASSISTANT WARDEN OF
Baranco8, Quay county; postmaster,;
Any of the following ought to put
PENITENTIARY ASSUMES
Mary J. Nelson.
ou to sleep:
HIS DUTIES.
"It'll all come out in the wash."
Notaries Public Appointed.
"I'm hoarse today; I've got a frog
Delegate Andrews Is still doing. The following notaries have been
in my throat."
by Governor Herbert J.I
work for the people of New appointed
"Their piano sounds like a tin good
Mexico, and has secured the following Haeeriiian :
pan."
R. W. Penn, Red River, Taos coun- "Isn't It a wonder more accidents pensions:
to;ty;
Dulce;
increase
Gibbs,
Kobert 1,. Graves, Roswell, Cha-$1- 0
T.
Porter
don't occur?"
5, 1906.
July
county; Deslderio Carabajal. Al- per
ves
from
month,
they
Invent next?"
"What won't
or- - buquerque, Bernalillo county;
Lumberton;
Montoya,
Francisco
Lvl T.
your
eat
cake
"You can't have
and
iglnal pension, $10 per month, from Cochran, Queen, Eddy county.
it oo.' '
"Aces and eights, the dead man's March 10, 19u6.
Articles of Incorporation,
Alfred Wake Fierro; Increase to $12
hand never been beat."
following articles of iucorpor- The
per
1906.
16,
month,
July
from
"Nobody knows how much a woman
in- - .atlon have been filed in the office of
Gonzales:
AeaDito
Samlnval.
suffers."
to $8 per month; from July 10, Territorial Secretary J. W. Raynolds:
"The course of true love never did crease
Kansas City Fireman's Copper Min1906.
run smooth."
Principal
ing & Smelting company.
Manuel
Leal,
Alamos;
increase
"A dun, is a man's best' friend."
to $10 per month, from July IS, r.m6. place of business in New Mexico at
I'd as lief you'd kill me ns scare
Manuel Casaus, Guadalupe; original lieming. I. una county. Territorial
me to death."
aSent, Isiael Maylleld. at IX'inlng.
$S per month, from June 27, 1906.
Clement Dickinson. Fort Havard; Capital stock. $ J.titMi.iMMi, divided imu
Rollo and His Father.
"Father, it's a wonder the autonio-til- e original $S per month, from March 'three million snares or me par value
'of $1 each. Object, general niinir.n
scorchers don't affect the weath- 26, linn;.
smelting business.
Iiifpauhes from Valparaiso say that in the carina for the sick and
anil
Duration.
er," said Hollo as they watched the
Assistant Warden at Penitentiary As-- twenty-riv- e
years. Copies of article, destitute victims of the great earllmuake, the women of South America
motor cars whiz. by.
sumes Duties.
'of lncorporai Ion under laws of Ari- - have heen col.splcuous.
They
"Ah, but they do, my son.
S. D. Sample, of Leavu orih, Kas . zona are tiled
Many of them have given their ala. and In the hospitals, as nurses, may
with the required
cause the atmosphere to be made
position
he
guard
where
held
the
lie
deftly
of
a
found
conform
ihe
smile of the proudest women of the land.
to
with
parent
amendments
ai;e
the
said
at the federal prison there, arrived in laws of New Mexico, by Mm tin K.
The picture above, of a high class South American woman, gives a
supping out of ine way of a
morgue replenishes "Close Santa Fe Friday night, and Saturday (iaffey, president, and James J. Walsh, good idea of the type of Wauty for which that country is famous. The
' picture Is by Spencer y Cla., Valpaiaiso.
that,
'em."
assumed hu duties as assistant war secretary and treasurer.

NOMINATED BY MEN

BUT SHE GAN'T VOTE

ALBUQUERQUE

"four-flusher-

6;

J. D. Eakln. president
G. Gloml, Vice President.

Consolidated

SANTA FE U

,'

"con-man,-

Chas. Mellnl, Secretary

O. Bachechl,

Treasurer.

Liquor Co.

Successors to

MELINI

A.

EAKIN, and BACHECHI

A GIOMI,

WHOLESALE DEALERS IN

Wines, Liquors & Cigars
We keep everything in
stock to outfit the most fastidious bar complete
Have been appointed exclusive agent
In the Southwest for
JOS. 80HLITZ,
WM. LEMP AND
ST. LOU IS A. B. C.
BREWERIES.
YELLuWSTuNE,
GREEN RIVER,
W. H. McBRA ER'S
CEOAR BROOK,
LOUIS HUNTER,
T.J. MONARCH,

,

And other standard brands of whiskies
too numerous to m tlon.

WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS

'

Bres-nahan-

pis

vjAic

But sell the straight article as received by us from tne best Wineries,
Distilleries and Breweries In the United States. Call and Inspect onr
Stock end Prices, or write for Illustrated Catalogue and Price List,
Issued to dealers only.

St. Michael's College
CHRISTIAN BROTHERS

-

SANTA FE,

FORT

Y-EIGH-

TH

-

NEW MEXICO

YEAR

BEGINS SEPT. 3rd, 1906

BRO. E. LEWIS, PRESIDENT
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TYPE OF BEAUTY IN

STRICKEN VALPARAISO
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Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkole Roofing

First and Marquette

Albuquerque, New Mexico

9mmi
AS A SPECIAL

INDUCEMENT

to those who are anxious to have a
gas range, yet are postponing buying
till next year, we are making this
unique offer, good till August 20.
Detroit Jewel Ga Range No.
$21.00. Terms, (5 cash and $4 a
month for four months.
Detroit Jewel Gas Range, No.
$22.50.
Terms, $5 cash and $3.50 a
month for five months.
FREE PLUMBING.
To each purchaser of a range will
be given, free, one year's suoscrlp-no- n
to one of the following magazines
The Delineator, Good Housekeeping
or Woman's Home Companion. This
exceptional offer will be closed after
Monday, August 20th.
62-1-

25-1-

The Albuquerque Gas, Electric Light and Power Go.
CORNER 4th AND GOLD

00COfl000
J. H. O'REILLY 8c CO.
3'LEADING

DRUGGISTS'
Mat! Orders Filled Same Day Received.
BOTH PHONES
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

i

1

'

'
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rAlbuquerque Business Men
advertise In the Evening Citizen because it is the paper
the people of Albuquerque
g & &
&
read, &
k

ALBUQUERQUE

ACE FOLT.

THE ALBUQUERQUE

g PLATFORM OF THE ANTI
CHILD SLAVERY
g

8y The Citizen Publishing Company

LEAGUE g

We believe In the right of every child to health and
education.
believe that t'UilJ lilior Interferes with that
right.
We believe that chial labor is in l'.s;'!f cruel and
wasteful; that It is meatully. mornlU ami physically
Injurious to the child; and that it is a ilist net menace
to the nation.
We believe that no child under fourteen should work
In a factory, workshop, mercantile house, store, office,
hotel or apartment house, in any place ot public amusement, or should be employed In making, preparing or
distributing articles or sale or commerce at home oh in
any place In the nature of a factory, workshop or mercantile establishment.
We believe that no clil'.d between fourteen and six
teen should be permitted to work under the conditions
specified unless the child can read fluently and write
legibly simple sentences in the English language.
Wo believe that no child under sixteen should be
employed between the hours of 7 p. m. and 7 a. hi., or
longer than eight hours In any twenty-fou- r
hours, or
longer than forty-eighours per week.
We believe that no child under sixteen should be
employed in occupations dangerous to life, limb, health
or morals.
We believe In the establishment of a permanent
Children's Bureau, to be conducted by the National Government, for the purpose ot investigating and reporting
upon general conditions directly involving the welfare of
children, especially all matters connected with child
labor.
We believe that uniform laws against child labor
should be enacted without delay In every state, territory
and colonial possession of the United States.

Business Manager.

REPUBLICAN COMMITTEE MEETING
Headquarters Republican Territorial Central Committee,
Santa Fe. N. M., August 16, 1906.
A meeting of the members of the Territorial Republican Central Committee of New Mexico Is hereby called
to assemble at the Commercial Club In the city of
at 10 o'clock on the morning of Wednesday,
September 6, 1900, for the purpose of calling and setting
day for the meeting of the republican convention to
nominate a candidate for delegate to the Sixtieth congress of the United States and to transact such other
business as may properly come before the meeting.
Proxies will not be recognised unless held by

sens of the same county of which the member who gives
tb proxy Is a resident.

member of the committee Is urgently
be present in person, as matters of great
the people of the territory and to the repubwill be discussed, considered and disposed of.
H. O. BURSUM, Chairman.
CHARLES V. SAFTORD, Secretary.

Every
to
moment to
lican party

'

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 4.

THE JAFFA

Fall Opening of Boys' and Youth's Clothing

Grocery Comp'y.

SEE OUR WINDOW DISPLAY

"Good Things to Eat"
WE DO NOT

A Word tc Mothers

SACRIFICE

Our idea of success is to give each purchaser
of Boys'
and Children's Clothing such careful
attention and
conscientious service that her full satisfaction
will
merit continued patronage.

QUANTY'FOR PRICE

The Quality o! Our Goods

Our idea of what the best Juvenile Clothing
should be is expressed in the extensive line of
suit.
and overcoaU tor small and larger boys, ranging in age from 2'2 to 17 years.
The
garments will speak for the correctness of our standard if you will come and
see
them, and the courtesy and attention you receive will win your approval of our
methods. You will be welcome at our store always.

Must Be Maintained

ht

PENITENTIARY REPORT

THE

BEST IS NONE TOO
FOR OUR CUSTOM
DO
NOT
WE
YET
ERS.
CHARGE
FOR
ANY MORE
THE BEST THAN SOME ASK
FOR
INFERIOR
ARTICLES.
GOOD

The more one considers me report of the Colorado
Accountants, on the financial affairs of the New Mexico
neuitentlary d urine the seven years In which H. O. Ilur- sum was in charge, the more Is there foi'nd in the re
port to condemn, and the less is there In It on which to
base the furious assault of the Albuquerque morning
IN OUR BAKERY
paper.
DEPARTMENT
only are
Such good
Expert testimony In court is expected to be in favor
used as Meadow Gold
tf the party to the contest ly whom the expert Is em
Butter, Ferndell Flour,
(lured and paid; and for this reason export testimony
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX)XXXOi
Walter Baker's Chocot)f that character has long been discredited by all 1m
late, Shepp't Cocoanut
8
partial thinkers, because they know that the expert ie 6 WHERE THE PEOPLE WORK
and the best of everyiwuiloyed to eive the very testimony which is wanted
thing else regardless of
ON STILTS 16 FEET HIGH g
cost. The result Is that
and has been agreed upon. Hut the reports of account
X)O0XXXXXX0O0X)-XOXKAXXXXwe make THE BEST
anls have heretofore been considered more reliable, In
GOODS. A trial will
as much as the purpose for which they are employed is
The people live on sixteen-foo- t
stilts in the remarkconvince you.
that of simply ascertaining and reporting facts
g
turpentine-growinable
country of France. They don
Unfortunately this is not the case In the penitentiary these
stilts after breakfast. They do r.oi remove them
report. Not only is it ex parte the act of one party In again
till It Is time for bed.
ESPECIALL
FINE FRUIT
the absence of the other but it Is manifestly and gross
There are two reasons for the wearing of stilts in
IS NOW ON THE MARKET
ly partisan, a labored effort to establish a
the turpentine country. One Is the turpentine gatherconclusion by the" skilful manipulation of figures. Tho ing. The other Is the herding
AND IF YOU WAN- Tof the great flocks.
result is not the exhibition of conditions but the labored
The turpentine comes from the maritime pine. This
PEACHES
effort to render plausible certain desired conclusions
is tapped, a shingle is inserted and from the shintree
PLUM1
This view of The Citizen is based upon a number ot gle is hung a tiny bucket,
into which the turpentine
APRICOTS
considerations, a few only of which need be given.
drips. The tapping process Is like that used on the
GRAPES
report is dated
(1) The
August
30,
sugar maple.
'
American
PEARS, ETC.
or
appear
body
In
the
the document
and
Young pine trees are tapped low, but with each
FOR
to
five statements,
PRESERVING
reiterations.
affidavits,
etc.,
CALL
year's passage the incision is made higher up, ho that it
show that Mr. Dursum owed the territory $700 is
AND GiT OUR PRICES.
not long before most of the trees are tapped twenty
which had been paid by his predecessor, Mr. Bergman or thirty
OUR
TRY
ROCKY
feet from the ground.
and erroneously credited to Mr. ISursuiii. At an incon
FORD CANTALOUPES
huge
Hence
the
stilts
of
the
On
workmen.
ihese stilts'
spicuous place at the end or the report appears a cor they
THEY
ARE
RIPE
traverse the fiat country, covering five or six yards
rection stating that Mr. Burmim had discovered this er
AND SWEET.
with each stride, and (Tulckly and easily collect the tur
ror himself and voluntarily forwarded the money to tne
pontine that overflows the little buckets hanging high
treasurer on July 27, 1900, more than one month before up
in the trees.
the report is dated.
it is ror herding also that the stilts are useful. Tho
(2) Several references are made to the vital necessity
country is very flat and the herdsman, unless he con
. of reproducing
a certain important journal, while from a tinually
climbed a tree, would be unable to keep all the
tootnote at the end of the report it appears that the book
"Good Things to Fat"
was sect to Superintendent Trelford by Mr. Dursum on members of his huge flock In sight. But, striding about
his stilts, ho commands a wide tirosnect : ho l nl
July 11, 190C nearly two months prior to the daie of the on
ways, as it were, upon a hill.
MAIL ORPEBS FILLED
U SAKE DAY
report.
j ne si
carry a nttec-1HI.Y AWE RECEIVED.
foot staff, with a
(3) The Colorado Springs expert takes the affidavit of
round, flat stop like a dinner plate. When it Is lunch
foreman of the clay bank, a man who, upon his own
or when they are tired, thev ulant imrlcht under
nth, admits that he carried only in his head accounts time
covering a period of months and Involving hundreds of them tho. staff, and sit down on its round, flat ton
duhars, to show that Mr. Dursum has abstracted from Then in comfort, sealed so dizzilv nidi, thev v.t and
a stiange sight to behold. Square
r,e penitentiary funds the munificent sum of $400 during test and chatter
;
,
ueal. .
: tae seven years.
(
14) A comparison Is made between the earning under SOOOOOOOCKOCKXK00000X)OCOOXKi
J
Yr. EurEum and the earnings under Superintendent
'TreUord. It is stated that Mr. Bursum's earnings for the
AT THE
8
GIBSON'S HOMESICKNESS
seven years of his adminls ration averaged about $1,000
a. month, and that earnings for the year 1906 averaged
AND RETURN TO HIS HOME ?
$l,i03 per month, and that the earnings from the same
X
CCX0XXXKCX00'JC it
,
atrces under superintendent Trelford for three months
'
Charles Dana Gibson, the artist, who some months
Jroui April 13 to July 13, 1906, amounted to $3,788.47 per
Bits R. M.
month. Possibly, says the Optic, the accountant was ago conceived the Idea that he had attained the highest
uou.aware, at least he neglected to state, that the brick possible altitude in the particular line of art In which
'plant, which is the principal source of earnings, was not ho had become famous, and went abroad to rest anil to
fully equipped until about thre9 years ago, and that ii leisurely study what he deemed a "higher form of art,"
;lia never been operated during the winter months. In declares he is disappointed and is coming home again
Me is
homesick," and the confession does him
ether words, the three months of continuous operation
under Captain Trelford is compared with the seven years credit. He Is not the first tn bam Hint thn piimni.nuM.
under Mr. Bursum, for the first years of which the plant inos of success abroad are as nothing compared with
wag not completed and during the remaining years ot he satisfaction of living among his own people. He is
which the plant was run only during the summer.
r t ;ot the first to learn, that est and leisurely study offer
Xau evicted that tne accouutant forgot to mention that boor pleasures after one has" known the keen joys ol
d
amliltioil:
the receipts of the new superintendent have been the earnest work and
No man r.Ced be ashamed to eonfens tutu his atresult of contracts secured by Mr. Bursum and with maDR. MINOR C, BALOWIH
tempt o Change his way of life at 39 hns failed. At
chinery and materials he supplied.
,
But the strongest refutation of this partisan report that as one's character rs formed and is not easily
U
in the reputation and achievements of the man at- to be changed. His purposes and his habits have betacked. F. H. Pierce of Las Vegas, president of the come a vital part of his existence and are no more to
w
board of penitentiary commissioners, did but voice the be made over than is his face or his form. The more
fcptalon of every impartial man in New Mexico when he tensely one has lived the truer this is.
No man need be ashamed of being "homesick." It
, said:
"I have carefully checked over the statement printed is an ailment that indicates love and sympathy.
It
examining it Item by Item. Even con- springs from sundering of ties that are the more sacred
i ia that paper,
Seats on sale at Malson's
struing the figures there given as strongly as possible the more one rightly feels. The girl or boy or woman
against Mr. Bursum, I am unable to find any shortage or man who knows homesickness must know, back of
on and after Monday,
chargeable to hlra of more than a few huudred dollars. It and as the cause of it, the strongest truest and sweetIt la not surprising that an expert could find errors of est emotions that can enter into human life.
September
3, 1906.
The successful artist has made a mistake in trying
such an amount in pn account? covering over seven years
amd Including an expediture of some $70,000 a year, and to transplant his talent and his life, and he is honest
tf Kuch discrepancy does In fact exist. It Is undoubtedly enough to confess it and wise enough to seek at once
Albuquerque to
due to Inadvertence or an error in bookkeeping. For my to undo It. The pity is that many a smaller man who
ftay
Jvmtrt ru-rIn
the re
in smaller degree makes a like mistake has not Gibson's
part, I believe that the accounts of Mr. Bursum are
Sunday, in
irpt
straight, and that In any Investigation at which honesty and wisdom. And further pity is it that so
quire at
many see their ties of friendship broken and their every. liaa an opportunity to lie heard all apparent improprAndreas Rom
day joys sacrificed in the blind chase after the
ieties will be satisfactorily explained."
ero's Hvat Hark
t,
t
2u . hold
Every one knows that Mr. Dursum took hold of tne
called success, and do not recognize it as
Aititue.
penitentiary at a time when It was a wreck from every
IKiEsible point of view, and when it seemed imposslblc-tput it on a sound business basis. Nevertheless, he
0000XXXXXX0XXX)XX00000000
sacte.cded iu building up a model penal institution that
8
Keep
SKILLED LABOR IS SAID
Clothes
withstood the scrutiny of men who have made penology
a life study. They declared that it stood "very near, if
H Looking t it an ami neat by prac- TO BE DETERIORATING
f tiral cleaners and pressors.
not at the head of all the federal, state and ten r torial
W Krenc h Dry and
prisons in the United States. According even to the re- teim Clean
3 ing a specialty.
tort under consideration, he Increased the convicts
In i lu mhjaical ana Anu-- i lean nit- - hods ami work- hecond Hand Clothing bought
......
llll.i mi
llinil LIB ... i. ....n
injui J..w,i
Jiinm a year, a ; tutu produce avortKu remilts uf remarkable excellence;
and sold.
...
r,
iMuunawu iit-- ifi.i. tie iiiirouiii'PU ermtimii-a':ut U one wants a !)! of work ilor... wiih the utmost
I'lttmes, fancy work and Laces
until It cost ouly about 15 cents per day for f ratling and
dyed an coior.
and precision, nineteen times out of tv.en-t- .'
SO rxnits per prisoner per day
to maintain the institution,
he will t'.ici that
who has finished it is
Brown's Cleaning and
to Imild famous scenic highway, to contribute material a ('rtuau or Swede theor workman
rcnuliHlmiaii if fn,le..,l i.. is
and labor to public Institutions to the value of tena of able to get it done at all. As every thoughtful manuPressing Works
Uiouisivda of dollars, to create permanent. Improvements, racturcr rully realizes .here Is u
109111 W. Silver Ave.
Auto. Phont 270
of skilled labor
dearth
Imludihg a magnificent brick manufacturing plant, be- and native American
skilled labor Is the latest kind
sides ull Incidentals and com of management. This rec- As a result the llnest artisans in many lines of work
ord can not be duplicated from the report of any other are not to be fou::d in this
country, aud the goods which
Institution In tho I niteU S'ates. At the same hey produce are imported.
FINE BUCKS FOR NEW
lime, convicts' earnings amounted to over $12(1 n year
If these conditions applied merely to a few articles
ch. Including the hall, the bllr.d, t lit-- crippled, the
of extraordinary i haracter they
furnish no cause
MEXICO SHEEP HERDS
the weak aud the lazy. This In a record that lor anxiety, but as time goes onwould
e
list of
the
;ietk8 for itself. Hut een more than this are the meth- importations lengthens ominously.
ods of discipline he introduced that have brought fruitful
The fact is usually put lightly aside with animadThe sheep commission firm of Chas
results, in not only governing the Irstitution but In
versions concerning foreign pauper labor. American I had wick & Co., last week sold lour
its inmates.
skilled labor is iud .! relatively will paid, and the pro- - cars of range raised Arizona Ham
Finally, the honesty i.u.l integrity or Mr. IlurBum ertne taiirr Is .n tli eorv Kimttnwi'l
In r'lL-- ur'r.Miint of boullet butks to New Mexico sheep
'oa!s as high us his ability and faithfulness. They are this fact. If, however, one examines the Importations raisers. Two cars were purchased by
s
Hon. holomon l.una, aud were shit.Wit doubted by any busim-iman In New Mexico. The or line mechantcal goods it very
uuickly appears that petl to Mr. Lutla s Socorro
couln'y
!icun hus again and again
during the past years praUeJ thev are brought in :mi
.... ,i
o
"
,
,..
... me .
-- ...I ...
.
"""
,!
I" "
.
ranch m ar Magdalena. One car went
Kir
.... in in
petit-- I in spite or duties large enough
.....:,'
leriiioriat
the
cover
not
onlv
to
to the ranches of Solomon Haca, near
9. nt
- w . unil ll" flriiu ..oil.!....
u.Mi.i.ig ui .i.
me
expert re- - I..
In labor cost l,.., a large margin beyond It
hun Antonio, and one car went to L.
pun willed causeB It to revise its opinion or to deny that difference
In other words, the I'nited States each 'year imports to Meltea and Don Agagon of Manges.
3lr. Uursain Is one of the strongest ami cleanest men in the extent ol nuny millions of d
Mag-diillars articles whicli This lastas car was unloaded at pur- l
hw ttolitlrar life of New Mexico totUy. that his personal could
were the two cars
tii,
perfectly w II I,,, manufactured In this country and
iout.-btU above auttpic on and that hia uiiselflshuess sold at a remui.cia'i.c figure,
chased bv Solomon Luna.
d d the Americuu indtis-Tltur the welfare of his party and tills territory can x.r
system encourage the class of work which tht
Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK KREAM
t;uestioi);l Riitccxsiully by auy one.
represent. Dr. Louis Hell iM Knglneerlng Magazine.
DREAD and take no Other.

M. M AMBEILIL

Fine Clothing and
Furnishing! -

'

Presbyterian Church

Thursday,

September
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ORGANIST
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First. We are in our
own building don't pay
$300 a month rent.
Second. We buy entirely in car lots lowest
prices; biggest discounts.
Third. We pay cash
every invoice coming
into our store for the past
ten years has been discounted.
Fourth.

.

business for the past
and how to buy.

been

divided and

sub-divid-

the people of the world have been

!

,

'

t

i

al

FURNITURE, CARPETS
DRAPERIES.

BANK

THE

OF

ALBUQUERQUE,

Faywood

0

PLEASANTLY SITUATED.
EASY TO REACH.
RELIEVES PAIN.

lot

BUILDS

o

UP THE SYSTEM.

CURES RHEUMATISM.
CURES l.'.DNEY AILMENTS.
CURES DIABETES.

Rnrinors

mu

i

i0

CURES INDIGESTION.
CURES DROPSY.

0
0

.

ACCOMMODATIONS
CLASS.

COMMERCE
NEW

FAYWOOD,

MEXICO

We Keep It Up

FIRST

See Santa Fe Agent for round
trip ratee, good for thirty day.

I New Mexico

We keep the quality ol our bread
up to the highest. This is possible
by using

0000000OttO00

A. C. BILICKE AND JNO. S. MITCHELL
INVITE THEIR FRIENDS
MAKE NEW MEXICO HEADQUARTERS AT THE

The Best Flour,
The Best Labor,
The Best Methods,
not only in mixing and baking, but
also in taking care of and selling
the bread. If you want the best
youll have to use Balling's Bread.

PIONEER BAKERY,

TO

HOLLENBEOK HOTEL
Los Angeles,
Calif.

Your friendship and patronage is appreciated.
Courteiy
guests is a pleasure to us.

and attention

HOLLENBECK HOTEL AND CAFE BETTER THAN EVER.
CONVENIENT AND DESIRABLE.

to

LOCATION

207 SOUTH riRBT 8 TREK T.

New Mexico people spending the Summer on the beaches are welcome to
feel at home In our hotel when visiting Los Angeles.

P.MATTEUCCI

DEPOT AND BEACH LINE CARS STOP AT THE HOLLENBECK DOOR.

DEALER IN

Ken's, Women's and Children's Fine ihoes

lil

First Class Rpairinjra Spfcta'ty
All Work Guaranteed

1

No.

tOJ North

rift

Street

Adams & Dilgard i

THE BEST IN TOWN

CE

Per Gallon

.

-

-

$1.50

Spzeial Price on large Orders
Delivered to any part of the city

LOUDON'SPhone JERSEY FARM
Colo.

high-grad-

...

-

0

divided and subdivided fhe sub- diviRloiiB are endless.
Suppose we divide the people Into three classes. The very rich,
who can afford o spend their In- come; tne very poor, who have to
spend theirs. Then there Is the
third clans the saving class, who
start saving their money and keep
It up continually, tney never stop.
The habit is formed early In life
and tncy can't "swear oft." The 2
savin? habit la the means tn hnn- 0
piness and contentment.
TJiis bank offers the opportunity
for every man to save his money. 0
No one tan ufford to let the chancel
,
eicape.

tlis-Me- d.

.

--

okoookooooooocoo

ed

i

tt.....

years-whe- re

in

This world has beenSUMMER RESORTS AND HOTELS

.

-

twenty-fiv- e

We have

the furniture
understand it in every detail

O. W. STRONG'S SONS

,

i

is

petitors.

'.

--

Clothing and
Furnishings

Why we can sell you
cheaper than our com-

Jaffa Grocery Co.

Organ Recital

Fine

Good Reasons

.

r

1908.

4
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W. T. McCREIGHT,

President.

CITIZEN.
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CITIZEN

Published InlJy and Weekly.

W. 8. 8TRICKLER,

EVENING

Funeral Directors
Hmbalniinx

Is

Our

Specialty

Cor. Fifth Street and Railroad Avs.
Colo, phone. Black, 298.
Ante. 152.

Citizen Clusslfie.l ud is a good
iuvtbiuieut.
A

Red

92.

P. M. DAVIS
Agent For

The Mills Novelty Compan
All kinds of coin machines sold or placet on commission. Am
merit nickel and penny machines, trade producers, money nisrhli

large profits on small investments, investigation Invited.
PENNY PARLOR. 216'a South Second Street, Albuquerque,
I

N.
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etc., whlcfi threats have evidently
GLARING DISCREPANCIES ARE been followed up y a systematic
broadcast distribution of sensational
reports with reference to my managePOINTED OUT IN THE REment of the affairs of the penitentiary.
Ti IIS MORNING AjiRESTED ON WARRANT
In conclusion will say that I am
MEET
FOR
not t this time attempting to tiswer
PORT OF EXPERTS ON
in detail the report but simply citing
Is by all odds the most conspica few instances which show theuous plec of furniture in your
unreliabllAll
and
Incorrectness
By
Sworn
at
of
Out
Enrollment
Proprietors
PENITENTIARY
THE
dining room; hence, It should '
Carload From Butte. Mont . With Large
Ity of this report.
combine
the
Nearly a month gn I offered to fur-- ;
Monte Carlo. Charging
the Different Ward
and Fourteen Head
nlsh a man at my own expense io as- Artlttle With tha Useful.
MATTERS
feeling of
You ii experience
s.st in this Investigation and to fur- Larceny.
Schools.
From El Paso
that
satisfaction when you act
ntah any dnta or explanations
hostess if your table U a good
might be found neot'ssary and which
one. Pe it
effer was declined.
$60
"ALFONSO"
WAS
Page
FINED
CONCEPTION
One.)
IMMACULATE
(Continued
from
WILL BE AT FAIK GROUNDS
I shall now ask tne president of the
Modern or Colonial
penitentiary board. Hon. F. H. Pierce,
In
Quartered,
or'
Golden
Wheathered Oak, vs are confilzed accounts were furnisned at each 'o cause a complete Investigation
CounBernalillo
Do
And
District
to
As
the
Appealed
Opens
the
In Addition to Those Already
the affairs oi the penitentiary and
dent you'll find our prlcea for
of the' penitentiary commis-lt"quality
stoners and such itemized accounts that he permit me to name a repre- -furniture nearly aa
Court-Afterm- ath
In
Diffethe
ty
Schools
of
SaturNewsy Notes
in such lnvescheap as you'll pay elsewhere
were all filed and I presume are still sentatlve to
ligation.
rent Districts.
on file with the board.
day Mix-Ufor the commonplace.
of the Fair.
If there Is anything due to the terWith reference to the penitentiary
permanent Improvements, wairein a ritory It snould and shall have It.
THERE ARE DIFFERENT GRADES
H. O. BURSUM.
With their arms loaded with books,
The aftermath of tiie (successful at statement Is made that not more than
Anil still the entries for the race
at different prices, but each is as good furniture as
to $10,000 has been properly expended,
meet to take place here fair week con- or suspended by a strap slung over tempt of Constable Jim$106Smith
on tire space or data not immediately availatinue M pour in. Manager McCanna the shoulder, or dangling from their levy an attachment for
can be built in'its respective line.
me to go into de- JUDGE JESUS ROMERO
this morning lecelved a ktter from hands, hundreds of bright faced boys proprietors of tne Monte Carlo club ble will not permit Suffice
say
to
Saturday
rooms
on
that
tails
avenue
this
Railroad
time.
at
W. W. Gootte, now campaigning on and girls today wended their various
with the
tnc; Butte.
Mont.,
track, entering ways to the insMtutions of knowledge night, when pistqls, roulette wheel the general public Is familiar
rolls, and stacks of silver dol brick plant const met ed fluring my adHOLDS PROBATE COURT
"Sweetheart." owned by Andrew Mil- In the different wards of the city that bank
prominently in the gen ministration and know full well that
ler of Williams. Arte.., In the Albu- will shelter them during school hours lars flgutrd
that followed, came yes $5(i, 0 could not replace that plant.
querque Derby. Me also stated that he the remainder of the school season of eral mix-uadministrawhich opened this morning at terday atternoon and this morning, The fact that the present
would have a carload of runners here lSHlti-Severo Sanchez end H. B. de San-che- s
when warrants were sworn out for tion claims to be earning something
for the fail meet. In addition to this 9 o'clock.
Juc-tf- O
N. m.
made a final report as executors
Ave.,
is
year,
wholly
Aswhich
a
Smith
$t(.0tnl
of
nonstable
the
and
'arrest
ovtr
Never before in the history of the
bunch, and the many already entered
Sanches,
of
P.
estate
of
Carlos
the
energies
Imof
a
charge
Kennedy
produced
on
Marshal
from
the
tne
sistant
El Paso Albuquerque public schools did these
fruni the Colorado tracks,
provements and inacninery placed In deceased. Hearing of same was set for
fW6, the amount
parties have fourteen head of runners same institutions
of learning have of stealing
Smith took from the roulette commission during and under my ad first Monday In October.
they will send up for the meet.
such an auspicious opening, in point wheel bank
The matter of the estate of Juan
roll to satisfy the judg ministration, constitutes the strongest
of numbers of pupils attending and faOctoThree running horses, owned by cilities. By dint of earnest striving ment obtained against 'the firm by Max possible evidence of the worth and Otero1. was also continued until
ber
Vgle-siu
arAlfonso"
Gussaroff,
improvements.
when
Flagstaff,
Can
and
Ariz.,
value
of
these
Verkiimp
of
ao
and a great deal of work the school
The final report of Carlos Lopez y
the man who "flashed the gun be possiole that a plant which the
rived in the city last night, and are board made arrangements
for the in the mix-up- ,
was afterwards ar- present management of the peniten- Ruiz and Jose Ruiz y Lopez, executors z
and
now quartered at the race track, pre- large
overflow of pupils that was look- rested uy Otttcer Kennedy, was fined tiary claims is producing $40,000 an- of the estate of Jullanita Ruiz de
paratory to working out for the fair
in the primary departments, $t0 or sixty days In the county Jail, nually is not worth more than $HV
was approved and executors dismeet. Three gallopers from Flagstaff, ed for
charged.
belonging to Tom Burke, also arrived and as a result all pupils of every in Police Judge Crawford's court this ooo.
grade were comfortably accommodatThe executors of the estate --it the
may
morning on a charge of carrying conThat technjl irregularities
last night and are in stalls at the ed,
but full to capacity, nevertheless, cealed weapons.
nave occurred during my adniiniBtra late Robert Hauschlld filed receipts
park. As a result of the large numThe warrant for the arrest of Smith tion I admit; that there was sys- lr"m "e,rs ul ,ne Blult n,,u w c,e
ber of entries Dfty additional stalls was each ward school.
The corps of educational Instructand Kennedy was obtained ytsieniay lenm'ic irrmt nr anv son i emit
are being erected at Traction park,
Monday, November 5, was fixed as
and it may become necessary to build ors who will "teach the young mind afternoon In Justice of the Peace 'One deny
even more. The bleachers that once how to shoot," that have been retain- Miguel CUaves' court In old town and
As another tIdence of unfairness the day tor the probation of t 'e last
will and testament of Jos', f..: San
adorned that part of the grounds be- ed or secured for this vear, were at served the same day. Their Hearing in the summary of the report, the
In making comparison of the chez de Vigil, deceased.
tween tlie grand stand and the gates their posis of duty this morning bright was set for this afternoon at 4 o'cIock
Frank Kirster and T. . "'jpnim
have been torn down to make more and early. The teachers and the de in Chaves' court.
earnings under the past and present
ap administrations, selects the best three were appointed administrat : i of the
partments or grades that they will be
When ' Alfonso," the
room.
peared In police court tnis morning months of tne present administration estate of Mont Donovan, do: .used.
in charge of are as follows
After attending to other l. hior matWednesday, September1 19, is to
J. E. Clark, superintendent; Emma he was accompanied by his attorney, to make an average and undertakes to
adColo. Phone Blk 93
Aoto. Phone
lie Santa Fe day at the iew Mexico Woodman, supervisor of drawing and Alfego Baca of Socorro, who made the average the revenues nnder my ad- ters of prolate, judge Ro ncro
lair in Albuquerque, according to a writing: Hulda Stenwall. director of plea for his client that the latter was ministration from the time of begin- journed court until October I.
a "traveler and that according to law ning, at which time there was very
decision reached at a met ting of the music.
High school building J. A. Miller, a "traveler" had a right to carry little revenue produced and the pres- ESCAPED PRISONER
committee in charg Saturday night.
arms, and was allowed fifteen minutes ent plant was not
If necessary, the Santa Fe will run principal, science and mat hematics
and it
an excursion to the Duke City on Nancy Hewitt, Latin and history for disposing of same after reaching took several years to build up the
jilant and business. It is a
that day. The fair association will Grace White, German, Spanish and the city limits.
RETURNED TO JAIL
After carefully delving into the fact, however, that the treasurer s
so arrange hat the Santa Fe base ball American hlBtory; Elizabeth Thomas,
team will play nt least one game on English; Ella M. I.a Bar, eighth depths of the New Mexico statute books at Santa Fe showing that durAGENTS
Judge Crawford mournfully ing the last twelve months of the
day.
i
fine grade; SalUe E. King, seventh grade; books
tha:
Salmon's
Nathan
Frank 1 nompson. confined in i.ie
administration, ending April 12.
ticse, "Albertus will run in the Car- Gertrude Takken, sixth grade; Eva V. shook his head and announced that he
could find nothing to that, effect there lyoc, there was credited to convicts' county jail two weeks ago to await
nation Cream stake race on that day Bowers, sixth gradi.
t0. earnings fund the sum of $3'J,744.79, the action of the grand jury, on the
he fined "Alfonso
and there will be other attractive SanFirst ward Mrs. T. J. Butts., prin in, whereupon
This move on the part of Judge an average of $3,312.0(1 ptr month. charge of larceny from a person, I
ta Fe features. New Mexican.
cipal, first grade; Minnie J. Diehl
nid not meet, with "Alfon- The treasurer's books also show that afternoon took a little outing in the
first grade; Elsie MacGregor, third Crawford
STEEL BALL BEARINGS, NONE
approval ana he immediately there was deposited for the four northwestern part of the city and his
A feature of the racing program for
grade; Eliaabeth M. Relihan, fourth so's"
in Is year will be the relay races, three grade; Wlnfred Hlllard, fifth and sixth took an appeal to the district court, months ending August 12. l'.toti, under absence gave Sheriff Armljo and Jail
OR PRICES COMPARE
BETTER
earns having entered bi far for this grades; Blanche Otis, seventh and giving an appeal liond for his appear- the Trelford administration $11,871.- - er Gallegos, as well as a guard wlio
ance.
part of the meet. The dash and go
charze of a gang of nrlsoners
80, an average of $2,967.95 per month ha
grades.
Speaking of tneir arrest Constable lhse figures show' further evidence working at the fair grounds, no little
attendant on a relay race always eighth
D. C. Taylor, princiSecond
ward
makes It interesting, and the wild pal, sixth grade; Utile A. Keepers Smith said this morning:
of the partiality and unfalrners and uneasiness.
i nompson was wcrkir.
"I can't see tneir idea, but then unreliability ot the experts
report, with this gang at the fair grounds, and
west swing, and
often first grade; Alma Watson,
117 Gold Avenue
grade;
first
I'm not a lawyer. Anyway, I've still who
displayed makes it ns exciting as
to show tha,t earnings becoming tired of the monotony of
Lawrence, second grade; got the authority on which- I acted of theundertakes
work, took a ramble among the fields
tne more swift races. The ladies' race Jeanette
administration
the
jresent
ior
tor a purse or $ loo. is also attracting Dtiisy Huntzinger, third grade; Min right in my pocket, and will produce first three months average something north of the park. The guard gave
considerable attention and a number nle E. Craig, fourth grade; Anna oj It when the case comes up. Officer over $3,01(1. it is true the material the alarm and Jailer Gallegos got a
Don't Dispute with a Woman, '
Kennedy was merely acting in his ca- might be made up In one month, that horse and took Thompson's trail. In
of fair horsewomen have entered. It jard, fifth grade.
V.
princi
E.
Bradley,
Third
ward
pacity of peac? officer. Since they would ultimately
will no doirbt bring out some of the
product three to less than an hour Gallegos found his
Especially, If she tells you to order
best feminine riders in the territory pal, fifth grade; Ida Elder, first grade nave seen fit to make such a move five1 thousand dollars, but the general man hiding ln a lilac bush ennr .e
sack of
M
Tway,
grade;
Kap
E.
illy
was
Mata
first
against us, you may count on It that average of actual cash, placed in the summer garden.
Thompson
EMPRESS FLOUR. '
One of the leading attractions with tan, first grade; Anita Thomas, second there are going to oe some very ln- - ti '.'usury from all sources of convicts' brought back to the Jail equally as
grade;
Mabel Hunt, second grade; ) teresting developments later In which e.iii,iii';s is the only fair, and equitable frightened and at much out of breadth
Make no excuse, (u yon ahotuA tor
the Western Amusement company is
get the order), that you could aefl
as the men w .o were hunting him
tlie Jatiita invention - of the creative Adah Vaughn, third grade; Annul Cns the proprietors of the Monte Carlo ctiiuptirison. i
first-clagrog
will figure very prominently."
And It, for every
mind of isiiief Geo. Hale formerly ters, fourth grade.
The penitentiary has all ("he books of
Fourth ward J. R. McCollum, prinhandles EMPRESS. Ton rrlU aHracr
f the prize winning team of the Kanoriginal entry. The cash book Journal
find good bread, good blacolta, go4
sas City fire department.
The Hale cipal, fifth grade; Edyth Everltt, first
book, but all the BERNALILLO COUNTY
is not a
pastry aod moat Important of tJ
car Is the first amusement device the grade; Elizabeth C. Willey, first POOR PETER SLGCUM
items contained therein were taken
good cheer to greet you when y
chief has tver perfected. It consists grade; Minnie L. Baker, second grade;
from the jourjial. I shall welcome a
COURT
DISTRICT
come home for your dinner. Try M.
of an imitation Pullman observation Helen W. Rodey, second grade; Mary
lull and complete investigation of the
car in wh.cn the people enter and are V. Spaulding, third grade; Lucy
MAY EE AVENGED affairs of the penitentiary under my
EMPRESS FLOUR la the Empreev
management conducted on an Impart
seated in the regular seats when the
third grade;
Lollie Linder,
all others.
bell rings and the whistle blows and fourth grade; Elizabeth Gerwlg, (Chaial basis and shall ?xnect to be ner- - JUDGE ABBOTT WILL DO LITTLE
WORK .HERE UNTIL AFTER
the train ctarts on its journey. By a ves building), fourth grade.
VICTOR TELLES AND MALCOLM mitted to name some person to r(p- I
mechanical contrivance the car rocks,
CLOSE OF VALENCIA
resent me during such investigation.
FOR
KILLSMITH
INDICTED
e rails
t;ie noise of tne wheels on
COURT.,
What would the people think about!
County Schools.
j
HISis perfect and you pass through some
ING THE RUSSIAN
a court who would conduct a case and
Wholesale Agent Albuquerque, N. M.
San Jose, District No. 1, opened
of the most beautiful scenery in the school today with a good enrollment,
ttatl- render a decision iiMin
TORY OF THE CRIME.
Judge Aubott stated today that be
world.
The illusion is perfect except with Mrs. Sleight, Beatrice
mony? Yet this very thing Is whut would not be able to accomplish mucn
Sleight
for the smoke and dust. Urst a trip and Lenon Pearce as teachers. This
penl - ,jn Bernalillo county court matters un
has been done in this
through the Rockies, including the is a new school district
In the tentiary
lumberjack
a
Slocuni,
Peter
investi;?ati
During
in.
tUe.tu aUT the close of the Valencia
wisand the
Royal Gorge with its hanging bridge; dom of the division is clearly
I
Zuni mountains, who was beaten to whole investigation.
have never count v court, which is now In session
evident
on arouna the curves showing the with the oponing of school today.
death with a revolver in the hands of been permitted or called umm to fur- - owing to the uncertainty of whenh h
beautiful mountains as it is in nature,
Thompson, Goss and Espl-noz- a some party or parties yet to be de- nish a representative to participate would Is likely to be called away. He
Misses
And Careful Dispensing, go to
over Summit pass at the summit of
and may return to Ixis Lunas tomorrow
opened
school in Barelas District termined, may be avenged, the grand and assist ln the investigation
I
the Rockies through the canyon of No. 5 with an enrollment equal to the Jury of Valencia county having re- the first knowledge ontained of the and then he may not return until
The Busy Little Drug Store
ext the scene Is trans-tere- first day last year. The Glorieta hall turned Indictments against Malcolm contents of the report, I gleaned from Thursday.
the Grand.
West Railroad Aventie
to the I'foadway drive in New has been fitted up
at
the newspapers. This report coming
The united States Jurors for the
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Vork City, where you
press
large
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does,
to
in
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September
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the
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crime.
with
them
the
have a sea'ing
length of Broadway seeing that great
lines, toreign dispatches filled ial district court were drawn today
The murder was committed last
thoroughfare as plainly and as vividly capacity of 10U, sufficient to provide February. At that time Telles was with sensational news, thousands of but the names were not given out as
seats
may
all
come.
for
thai
you
aua
were in
as if
street car or
arrested by Deputy Sheriff Jose Padil-l- a copies of which 1 am informed have the United States marshal was afraid
Misses McCreedy, Shupe and
tomobile. Next you travel up State
and taken to jail at Los Lunas. He been systematically distributed among that some of the owners of them might
are in the Old Albuquerque Disstreet in Chicago, showing one of trict No.
freely admitted having been the cause tne people of the territory at a large 'make themselves scarce at the serv
13
school,
numa
with
goodly
expense to some one, in itself shows
tne most crowded and congested
iime. The Bernalillo county jury
Misses Perkins and Allen at of Slocum's death, but alleged that the tne kind of a square ileal that Is be-- inK
streets in .the wond, the ntire trip ber, and
lists will be drawn by Judge Abbott Both Telephones.
117 West Railroad Avemio;
him and that he
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had
robbed
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Dura
of
both
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schools
these
lasting about forty minutes.
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over
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enrollment
you
your
.stops
step
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sprung as It
town and
at
in endeavoring to recover the money. And all of this
out. and the illusion is sj perfect that tomorrow.
were two days before the meeting of
Attorney Filix Lester --today filed
appeared that th
Mrs. O'Connor Robens began school However, it
you sometimes forget and attempt to
territorial republican central com- - suit in the district clerk's office
imshielding
was
Telles
someone
else
new
today
in
a
up
room
this
for
you
fitted
shake hands with friends that
miltee, looks to me like a scheme to against J. A. Wood of Golden, the
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was
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work
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city.
of
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the
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have
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taken the amusement
roWation
iiale cars
of this belief, 1 have re- - as the plaintiff.
will accommodate forty children who the case, with the result that Smith ceived Indirectly threatening letters
world by surprise and the construc213 WEST RAILROAD AVE.
was taken into custody.
tion shows the inventive genious of have never had a school before.
from
to the effect that unless
The territorial republican central
Tlfe Valencia county
grand Jui") I refused to accept
a master Mind.
the chairmanship committee will meet at the CommwImmaculate Conception School.
yesterday returned true bills against
the terrltclal committee that peni- - clal club tomorrow morning at 10
This mnrn.nir 111 i .V.w.L, iliu lttt. both of them. Their trial will come of
tentiary affairs would be ventilated, o'clock.
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BOTH PUGS WERE
GAME

TOJHE

ENCLOSING

FINISH

PIERS

The Goldfield Fight Given to Spectacular Addition by

Na-

tional Government to Jamestown Water Front.

Cans, the Dusky Boxer
on a Foul.
VICIOUS KOUNDS

FORTY-TW- O

ands of Incandescent lights will outline these piers and the enclosed
water basin, and the many powerful
search lights flashing to and fro over
the harbor will mak a gorgeous
sight.
Those who have seen the plans of
the exhibition believe that these piers
extending Into Hampton Roads, will
be one of the prettiest and most artistic sights of the entire

WATER BASIN AND

NOTICE FCS

CITIZEN.

EVENING

BV

TYPHOID

PUBLICATION.

MEW MEXICO

01

1--

Arena. GoUlneM. Nev.. Sept. 3.
Balliins Nelson deliberately fouled
round of
Joe Cans In the
the t and longest flftht seen ?rc
In many years. IJoth men were tired
when the flRht ended, nut Cans was
apparently the stronger. He was away
Ahead on points and had smasned and
cut Nelson all through the fight without being badly hurt ntmself. Shortly
round corn-me- n
after the
red the men were In their usual
clinch. Nelson had his head on Gang'
shoulder and his arm down.
Several times he hit Gans below
the belt, apparently feeling for a vital spot. At last ne drew back his
eight arm and lilt a vicious blow
square in the groin. The colored boy
sank to his knees and rolled over on
tils back. Referee Siler without hesitation ordered Nelson to his corner and
awarded the fight to Gans on a foul,
filler's decision received almost unanimous approval. The foul was so obnot even the men who had
vious
bet on Nelson could say that It had
not been committed. All through the
long contest Nelson liad employed
rough tactics. He repeatedly butted
dans and had to have his head hauled
away by the referee.
Referee Slier stated to tne Associat-Press that while he would not say
that the foul was Intentional there The enclosed harbor will contain
waa no doubt but that it had been 1,280,000 square feet of water and
committed. Nelson, "e said, had used will have a depth of ten feet at low
ills usual tactics all through the fight tide. Here will be conducted the
and while be knew that Nelson was minor aquatic and swimming events,
tmtilng whenever ne had an opportu- and from this basin, launches will
nity he didn't disqualify him for that, make excursions to points of Interest
jbecause he saw that It was not hurt- and trips to the vessels of the various
ing Gans, and as no other referee had fleets.
ever disqualified Nelson for doing the Congress appropriated J400.00 for
same thing he didn't feel like doing t. the construction of these piers and
Besides, the people were there to see the water basin, thus assuring the
the fight and he didn't waut to disap- successful completion of the most
point them.
original and spectacular feature of the
6iler was loudly cheered as he left government's contribution to the
ube ring, as was Gans, who was
to his dressing room. Nelson and Captain Spencer Cosby of the
nta, seconds were hissed as they de-- . United States engineer
corps, who
parted, Wily Nolan, Nelson's mana- has been detailed to take charge of
ger, made a disconnected statement in tne construction of the piers, arrived
which he said that Gans had promised in Norfolk several days ago. In connot to claim the decision on a foul nection with his work, Captain Cosby
and yet he Jumped at the very first said: "The plans for the piers will
opportunity to make such a claim.
De pushed to completion as rapidly
All Nelson would say was that Gans as possible,
we hope to advertise
,was tired and quit.
for the Bids soon and wM begin work
most
Gans In many ways put up a
on the structure, as soon as practic
remarkable flgnt. Of course his skill able after the contract is awarded.
shown,
.as a. boxer was expected to be every No time will be lost In tne
but his endurance surprised
one. His "work was the more wonder- As an assistant to Captain Cosby,
ful when It is known that In the thlr- the Board of Design of the exposition
right
ty4hird round he broke his
has engaged Sidney B. Wi'liams of
aand. Never after that did he strike Baltimore. Mr. Williams will be the
of
exception
special engineer of the board.
a blow with it with the
Jolts wm.e clinching.
a few short-arThe commercial pier, for the use of
hanu
Ha did all his work with his left
light draft steamers and sailing vesgenGans"
and put it all over Nelson.
sels, which is being ouilt by the exernlKhli. was shown wnen ne uroice niB position company, is under actual conhe
thlrty-tnirround
Hand. In the
struction. The Immediate completion
hard right punch on the of this pier will not only afford greatland
the
in
bone
A
side of Nelson's lace.
er convenience to the contractors for
hand snapped and 3ans stepped back the exposition and concessionaries,
pain.
expression
of
with an
but will Insure speedy work on the
He limned around as if he had step part of the government.
1 ne imno
and
it,
ped on his foot or turned
mense quantities of material necesn.
ne
Daaiy
injured
one realized that
sary for the construction of the grand
right hand, although it was suspected piers can thus be delivered more
injured.
that It might have been
promptly by means of this water
Gans stated after the fight that Nel terminus. Tbs commercial pier will
he
said
Intentionally
He
fouled.
rson
extend out int.) the waters of Hampknew be could finish Nelson as he was ton Roads for a .ll.stance of 2,000 feet
was
strong
Nelson
and
coniuarativelv
and will have a connecting channel
erowinir weaker ah .ne time. "Larry" of not less than ien feet at mean low
he
Gans
that
announced
for
Sullivan
water.
would meet Nelson in two weeks in
The electrical display of the expocould
fight,
was
sure
as
he
he
.another
sition will be most beautiful. Thous
whip him and did not want to take
advantage of the toul. it Is hardly
probaule, however, that the men will
meet again in that time.
The first fifteen rounds of the fight
were very fast. After that the men
slowed up and only at Intervals was
there a rally, although uans was iar
anead of Nelson in points and most of
the time looked like a sure winner,
.Nelson put up a wonderful fight on his
aide. The endurance and recuperaextive powers shown by Nelson were
traordinary. Time and time again
Gans would Jolt him on the Jaw, sending the Dane bacK. His knees would
he
tend and his eyes be closed, but on
always tell Into a clinch and held
and would tnen come back fighting
as hard as ever in his peculiar style.
The minutes of rest at the corner al
ways did him good and be would
come up fresh and strong.
forty-secon-
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A Jamaican

Lady

Speaks

Chamberlain's Cough Remedy.
Mrs. Michael Hart, wife of the su

perintendent of Cart Service at King
ston, Jamaica, West Indies Islands,
says that she has for some years used
Cough Remedy for
Chamberlain's
coughs, croup and whooping cough
and has found it very beneficial. She
has implicit confidence in It and would
not be without a bottle of it in her
home. Sold by all druggists.

C

Cramer, the traveling

E.

neer

vkr

Highly of

eugl

jionally superintend: putting into ser
Baldwin en
lice about seventy-fiv- e
Kines for the li H. liarriiuan lines,
Mr. Cramer will be absent from the
ity fur several mouths. Mrs. Cramer
and her younger children will remain
here.
Cut this out and take it to any drug
of Cham
berlain's Stomach and Liver Tablets,
These tablets are far superior to any
pills, being easier taken and mora
pleasant in effect. They correct uis
orders of tho stomach, liver and bow
4:1s. All druggists.

store and get a free sample

lg

A Citizen Want ad dot
"3Tr

one.

the uo.k

ALBUQUERQUE
September 17th to 22nd, 1906.

10,000 in Purses for Horse Races
Maneuver by United States Troop,
Baby Show.
Jersey Stock Show.
Poultry Exhibit
Trades Display.
Flower Parade.
Montezuma Ball.
Carnival attractions, with 20 shows on the
streets carnival all the time.
SOMETHING DOING ALL THE TIME.

2:18 Pace Surburg's Grain Plug Cut To
bacco Stake, $1,000.00.
2:20 Trot Carnation Cream Stake, $1,000.00.
2:13 Pace Moet & Chandon's White 8eal
Champagne Stake, $1,000.00.
2:09 Pace Mitchell Wagon Stake, $1,000.00.
$1,500.00 for Base Ball.
$1,000.00 Fruit and Vegetable Exhibits.
Relay Races.
Ladles' Half-Mll- e
Race.

il

Few cities have spent anything like
the amount of money that Washington has on Its water supply. The sys
tem was originally planned by George
Washington, and was carried out only
after manv years of labor and the
outlay of many thousands of dollars.
The intake Is located fourteen miles
distant from the White House, at
Great Falls, in the Potomac river,
and from this point the water is car
ried In an aqueduct to a reservoir located Just beyond the north city
boundary.
It was supposed by the engineers
who laid out the city that the water
taken so far up the river would be
What
uncontamlnuted by sewage.
they failed to take into account is
the sewage from Cumberland, situated 100 miles up stream.
Then when it was positively shown
that typhoid bacillus would travel 100
miles in the water and still live, tho
wise engineers decided on the construction of what Is known as "a slow
sand filter," at a cost, as has been RECEIVER
stated, of $3,000,000. Last spring when
typhoid seemed to be raging pretty
badly the contractors were made to
hurry up the filter and finally It was
put Into operation.
in operation now more
It
than six months, and during all that
time typhoid hns Increased. Recently
the Washington officials asked Surgeon General Wyman to lend them
his bacteria artists, which he did, and
they took samples of the pretty water
coming from the filter. They found
it full of wrigglers.

Tectorial Fairs iot quarter of a century,

JOHN QUINCY ADAMS WARD.
New
York, Sept. 4. "Old people
look for companionship and not for
the great grand passion of youth In
love," said the bride of J. Q. A. Ward,
dean of American sculptors, in announcing their marriage In this city.
Sculptor Ward is in his 7Cth year.
His bride in the early 40's, was Mrs.
Rachael Smith, a widow. She conies
of an old New York family.
"I used to think." said she, "that a
person could love but once, and I have
disparaged second weddings. I came
to the reverse belief, i have known
Mr. Ward for years. He needed companionship. He had nothing but his
marbles about htm. So I was happy
to be his bride."
The sculptor kept the secret for a
month. He said that if he were the
president of the United States or the
kaiser, he would have told the public at once.

Mcdonald

will run
for legislature

The Capltan News has been Informthat W. C. McDonald of Carrlzozo,
at the solicitation of many friends,
has been almost persuaded to make
the race for assemblyman from that,
district.
the Fifteenth, legislative
This will be good news to many of
old-tiLincoln county demothe
crats who recall Mr. McDonald's services in this same body some years
ago.
Lincoln county and the Fif
teenth district will be fortunate if
they secure the services of such a
faithful representative.
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"To Cure

Reduced Rates
on all Railroads

Felon,"
of Phillipsburg,
Kan., "Just cover It over with Buck-len- 's
Arnica Salve and the Salve will
do the rest."
Quickest cure for
Burns, Sores, Scalds, Wounds, Piles,
Eczema, Salt Rheum, Chapped Hands,
Sore Feet and Sore Eyes. Only 25c
.
at all druggists.
A

Well Worth Trying.
the popular pension
attorney, of Pittsfleld, Vt., says: Next
to a pension, the best thing to get 1
Dr. King's New Life Pills. He writes:
"They keep my family in splendid
health." Quick cure for Headache,
Constipation and Biliousness.
25c.
Guaranteed by all druggists.
W. H. Brown,

James G. McNary, editor and pub
Miss Bertha Keck, of this city, has
lisher of the Optic, Las Vegas, who
was at El Paso on business, passed gone to Santa Fe, and will be a guest
up the road, homeward bound, this at the St. Vincent sanitarium for several weeks.
morning.

DEMOCRATS

ELECT DELEGATES
At the democratic county convention, held at Alamogordo, August 28
the following seven delegates were
chosen to represent Otero county at
Santa Fe, N. M., September 12, 1900
to nominate a democratic candidate
for delegate to congress: T. R. Boyn- ton, O. M. Lee. J. L. Iiwson. Robert
R. Wade, William O'Reily, A. J. Buck
aud J. V; Latham.
Try a Citizen want: advertisement,
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PHILADELPHIA says Sam Kendall,
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has-bee-
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FRIDAY, SEPT.

George H. Earle, who U in charge
of the defunct Keal Estate Trust

CAMPAIGN FOR
DECORATION

0MB

CIRCUS

US'

apt

sin
i

N

!

when i:i health
and how conducive to health the games in which they indulge, the outdoor
life they enjoy, the cleanly, regular habits they should be taught to form and
the wholesome dLt of which they should partake. How tenderly their health
should be preserved, not by constant medication, but by careful avoidance of
every medicine of an injurious or objectionable nature and if at any time a
remedial agent b required, to assist nature, only those of known excellence
should be used; remedies which are pure and wholesome and truly beneficial
in effect, like the pleasant laxative remedy, Syrup of Figs, manufactured by
the California Fig Syrup Co. Syrup of Figs has come into general favor in
many millions of well informed families, whose estimate of its quality and
excellence is based upon personal knowledge and use.
Syrup of Figs has also met with the approval of physicians generally, because they know it is wholesome, simple and gentle in its action. We inform
all reputable physicians as to the medicinal principles of Syrup of Figs, obtained,
by an original method, from certain plants known to them to act most beneficially and presented in an agreeable syrup in which the wholesome Californian
blue figs are used to promote the pleasant taste; therefore L is not a secret remedy and hence we are free to refer to ali well informed physicians, who do net
approve of patent medicines and never favor indiscriminate
Please to remember and teach your children also that the genuine Syrup
of Figs always has the full name of the Company
California Fig Syrup Co.
plainly printed on the front of every package and that it is for sale in
bottles of one size only. If any dealer offers any other than the regular Fifty
cent size, or having printed thereon the name of any other company, do not
accept it. If you fail to got the genuine you will not get its beneficial effect-:.Every family should
always
beneficial
. .
.
"
.... have .a bottle on. hand,
' as it is eouallv .
ior tiie parents and tne children, whenever a laxative renwly is required.

THE BIG SHOW

10,000 SEATS FOR 10,000 PEOPLE

DAY

Of TEE

VJl"?

El I
ia 'i
MENAGERIE
fctba

JoyThey Bmng

self-medioat- ion.

FOR

BUSINESS REASONS
Thomas, isecond lieutetiau
f ( ..ipany F, First infantry, New
National guard, has been ten
J&lex.t
dered the position of instructor In
tho military Institute at Koswell, from
which college he graduated two years
ago with honors. It Is understood
that Lieutenant Thomas will not ac
ept the place for business ivnsons.
V

KM

Q

ISEUfil

OF WONDEUFUL
THAT DO
ACTORS
ANIMAL
EVERYTHING
BUT TALK.

SHOWS

GREAT FLOTO

THE

as with joyous hearts and smiling faces they romp and play

for the Baldwin Locomotive
works of Philadelphia, who has been
here the past few weeks, has
gone to Omaha, where he will per

CAN NOT ACCEPT

10

i

IT

&vtwiaQ

Twenty-Sixt- h

(
(H. E. No. 6279.)
Office at Santa Fe, N. M., Aug.
Land
FEET
A 1.280.000 SOUAKE
23, 1906.
WATER FROM THE POTOMAC IS
WRIGGLING
Notice Is hereby given that the fol-- ,
THE
OF
FULL
lowlng-namesettler has filed notice
RECENTLY
THE
AND
GERMS
ArBe
Will
Area
Surface
of
This
of his intention to make final proof
BUILT $3,000,000 FILTER WAS
In support of his claim, and that said
tificial Basin Enclosed
AN USELESS EXPENSE.
proof will be made before the United
States court commissioner at San RaBy Piers.
fael, N. M., on October 6, 1906, vie: Special Correspondence.
Sec.
Juan Garcia. 2d. for the NW
Washington. I). C, Sept. 4. The
8. Twp. 11 N., R. 8 W.
(By A. S. Kelton.)
city of Washington Is suffering from
following
names
He
witnesses
the
Norfolk, Va., Sept. 4. In accord- to prove his continuous residence up- an epidemic of typhoid fever, a fact
ance with the fact that the James- on; end cultivation of, said land, viz: most remarkable as It has come Imwill be the first Masedonlo Ramirez, Ramon Serna, mediately upon the completion of a
town
filter plant, whose purpose
exposition ever held In this country Jose Rafael Chavez, Bldal Chaves y 13,000,000
was
the waier supply clean
to
render
Montoya,
N.
M.
of
San
all
Rafael,
on deep water, there will be seen on
and sanitary.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
the waters of Hampton Hoads in 190T
Experts in the Marine hospital serRegister.
grand naval, marine, and general
vice,
who were called in to help diswater display, such as the country has
cover
the Bource of Infection, pronever witnessed.
nounce
it the Potomac water. The disWEDDED
A
EOR
WARD
Perhaps the most spectacular fea
have Issued pubcommissioners
trict
ture of the government's participa
lic warnings and advise that the water
tion in this display will be the mag
be foiled for drinking purposes.
nificent water basin and enclosing
COMPANION; NOT
New cases of typhoid are being
piers, which will extend into Hampton
reported at the rate of 75 a week.
Roads and form a safe and commodThis Is much worse than a year ago
ious harbor for small craft.
when the filter was still under conLOVE
The two main piers enclosing this
struction, and no efforts were being
basin will extend for nearly half a
For the
made to purify the water.
mile out into the water, and on the
past six or eight weeks the number of
shore line there will be handsome
cases has been from BO to loo more
landing stations.
At tne outer end
each week than for the same period
there is to be a connecting pier witn
a year ago.
an arched center to allow for the enWashington is probably the most
trance and exit of small vessels. The
unhealthy city in the country. Few
two grand piers are to be 200 feet
If any cities have so high a death
wide by 2,500 feet long and the con
rate. The dath rate among the black
necting pier will have the same
people is particularly high. The avwidth, with a length of S.j feet. At
erage annual rate per 1.000 has lately
the outer corners of this basin will
been running as high as 32 for blacks
be towers for the exhibits o. the light
and from 17 to 21 for white people.
house service and the wireless
d

A Summary of the Bout. In Which
Nelson Lost His Title by
Striking Below the Belt.

1906,
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MRS. CARRIE R. SPARKLIN.
Mrs. Carrie R. Sparklin, wlio was

ir.i

president of 'he
elected national
Women's Relief Corps In Minneapolis,
August lb, will have, fls one of her
duties the case of reminding the
federated clubs of America that
forgetful ot
they are becoming
patriotism. During the convention
it was decided that entertainments
and amusements provided by the club
women In various parts ot the country ou Decoration days are unpatrl-o'ic- .
Mrs. Sparklin will be expeiied
to promulgate this decision.
For any disease of the skin we can
recommend Chamberlain's Salve.
relieves the itching and burning sensation instantly and soon effoots a
cure. This salve is also invaluable
for sore nipples. Any druggist.
--

Dr. Williams' Jniilun Pile
hnlmeul ft ill cure Itliud,
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THE

Complete House Furnishing

1 DIE

IS OUR SPECIALTY
Carpet 30c and up
Rockers $1.25 and up
Iron Beds $2.90 and up

Pillows 60c and up
Comforts $1.25 and up
Toilet Sets $2.90 and up
Blankets 90c and up

Stovesall

HE

prices

Odd Size Window Shades Made to Order a specialty
OCT THE HABIT

J.

'

Albuquerque, N. M.

RAILROAD
TOPICS
Conductor Thompson and family
returned to Winslow from California
last week, and his family left the
next day for a visit In the east.
The Brotherhood of Locomotive
Firemen, Apache lodge No. 245, Las
Vegas, will give their eighth annual
hall at the Duncan opera house in
that town this evening.
The San Bernardino Sun says: Burr
Huyck, an express messenger from
Albuquerque to Winslow for the
Wells- - Fargo company, Is home for
two or three days to visit his mother.
The Gallup Republican says:

The

Santa Fe machine shops at this place
are now working full force that is the
regular winter complement of men,
something unusual for this time of
year.

A box car loaded with lumber and
on fire was set out on the side track
at Aztec, forty miles east of Winslow, the other evening, and as the

Postal wires are quite near the track
at that point, all six of them were
melted In two.

The 1400 class of engines that have
been pulling passengers from Winslow
1o Albuquerque will be
at
turned

Gallup, the same as the former engines were run. The order went Into
effect September 1, and the engine-me- n
will have shorter hours.
m
m
m

The Santa Fe has closed Its cinder
pit at Red Lake, on the urand Canyon
road, and the steam shovel has been
transferred to Bellmont to open up a
pit. The Ash Fork pit has been
closed and machinery sent to Rio
commence operations
to
Puerco,
there.
TEACHERS OF INd'aNS
VICTIMS OF WRECK
Superintendent Clinto J. Crandall.
of the United States Indian Training
school near Santa Fe, Saturday received a dispatch from Wray, Colo., a
small station on the Burlington railroad, on the other side of Denver,
stating that Mrs. Kearns, who is to
be a day teacher at the school, and
who was en route to that chy from
her home In Nebraska, was seriously
injured as the result of a railroad accident. The telegram was signed by
Mrs. I A. Richards, also a teacher
among the Indians, at Sia, Sandoval
county, but she was not hurt. Details
are lacking, as all attempts to get
news from the scene of the disaster
have failed.
REFUGEES REIMBURSED
THE SANTA FE.
The passenger office of the Santa
Fe In San Francisco
has received
more than $10,000 In cash from the
refugees it cnrrled east for nothing
at the time of the fire. Remittances
and notes of thanks have come from
almost every part of the United
States and Canada. Not the least Important among the senders is Joe
Cans, the colored pugilist, who sent
$77.50 to J. J. Duffy, of the Santa Fe,
to pay for his passage to Baltimore,
Md., his home city.
At the time of the fire ihe Santa Fe
sent people home without charge, but
tcok the names of each passenger.
From some they took personal notes
arfd from ottitrs merely I. O.
Us.
last month the passenger department
wrote to all of these free passengers
advising them that the Santa Fe
would accept their passage money as
soon as they felt able to pay. Many
responded with checks for the money
due the railroad.

STILL ALARMING
FROM

Ros-wel-

A $2,000.00
$2,000.00 in case
$200.00 per'year
week
$10.00
$10.00 per week

pr

her parlors.

r.

KB

Cures It In a few hours. Relieves any
pain in any part.

20

Albuquerque Carriage Company

year

Corner First Street and TIJerae Avenue

Mcintosh hardware com.
the
PANY JUST RECEIVING 25,000,

Small Holding Claim.
(No. 701.)

Department of the Interior, United
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M,.,
August 25, 1906.

Albuquerque

Foundry and

Machine Works

f.

m.
MALL, Proprietor
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cart; IkafUajr.
Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iroa Frost to
Buildings.
It op a Ire oh Mining and mill Machinery a Specialty
Foundry east tide of railroad track.
Albaqaaraae,
. w

ALL

SIZE SHOTS.

Illinois Central R.R,

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.

Notice is hereby given that the
GfOffal Building SoppHes
THE. SHORT LINE
claimant has filed notice
FROM
of his Intention to make final proof
in support of his claim under sections
16 and 17 of the act of March 3, 1891
(26 Stats., 854), as amended by the
Both Phones
Third and Marquette
act of February 21. 1893 (27 Stats.,
Tc-St,
470), and that said proof will he made
before
the United States court
at Albuquerque, N.
commissioner
Paul, Minneapolis, Diliith
1906,
M.,
vix.:
6.
We have received a car load of Lightning presses and In order to aeU
on October
AND THE NORTHWEST.
administrat
Manuel E. Chavez.
them right out we will make a very low price, based on spot cash cost t
or of the estate of Antonio Jose
us and car load freight.
Chavez, deceased, for the small hold
ing claim No. 701, Sec. 25, Twp.,7 N..
R. 2 E.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverse
CHICAGO,
MINNEAPOLIS,
possession of said tract for twenty
ST. PAUL, FORT DODGE,
years next preceding the survey of the
WATERLOO,
DUBUQUE,
GALENA,
township, viz:
FREEFORT.
ROCKFORD.
Juan Apodaca. Valencia, N. M.;
The
train service to the above
Benito Armljo. Valencia,, N. M.; Po- - points; finest
also to New Orleans, Mem
licarpo Sanchez, Peralta, N. M.; Mell- - phis,
vicksburg,
Evansville, Ind.;
ton S. Otro, Peralta, N. M.
Tenn.; Atlanta, Oa.; JackAny person who desires to protest Nashville,
sonville,
Fla.,
and ell other points in
against the allowance of said proof,
south and southeast.
or who knows of any substantial rea theTicket
Office,
805 Ceventeenth St.,
son under the laws and regulations of
WRITE TO US AT ONCE.
why suco Denver, Colo. Phone, Main 1125.
the Interior department
CULTON,
JAMES
proof should not be allowed will be
Retail, Albnqnerqne
Commercial Agt J. KORBER & CO., Wholesale and
given an opportunity at the
time and place to
PIONEER BAKERY
the witnesses of said claimant.
SIMON BALLING, Proprietor.
WE FILL
and to offer evidence in rebuttal of
(Successor to Balling Bros.)
that submitted bv claimant.
PRESCRIPTIONS RIGHT
. OTERO,
MANUEL
WEDDING
CAKES A SPECIALTY.
Register.
203 WEST RAILROAD AVEWe desire patronage and we guarConsistent
At
NUE, NEXT TO BANK OF
Woman loves a char, rosy
antee first class baking.
COMMERCE.
o
o
Burdock Blood Bitters purifies 207 South First Street, Albuquerque,
Prices
the blood, clears the skin, restores
aAJBSSST
rudoy, sound health.
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
follo-

wing-named

SCREEN DOORS

COLORADO

Lightning Hay Presses at Very Low Prices

ONE NiGNl

above-mentione- d

cross-examin-

e

B. RUPPE
j

j

KILL the COUCH
AND

CURE the LUNGS

Dr. King's
New Discovery
WITH

Price

ONSUMPTION

50c

FOBCi OUGHSand
OLDS

$1.00

Free Trial.

Surest and Quickest Cure for all
THROAT and LUNO TROUBLES, or MONEY BACK.

Thos. F. Keleher

LIVERY, SALE. FEED AND TRANS
FER STABLES.
Horses and Mules Bought and Ex PAINTS, OILS, VARNISHB3 AND
changed.
..
T nn
3 .1
BTEOT TtmMOUTO IN TltH CIITY
lmv
limner, vt
riarne, nohuuipb,
Second Street, between Railroad and Dusters, Whips, Axle Oils, etc. Palmetto Roof Paint; lasts five years and
Copper Avenue.
stops leaks. Cae'a paid for Hides and
Pelts.
THIRD
AVENUE.
408 WEST RAILROAD
1

Meat Market

All Kinds of Fresh

and Salt Meats.
Steam 8ausige Factory.

all principal points on the

MELINI & EAKIN

formation, call at the Santa Fe ticket office.
T.

O. F. O.
WHISKEY
Distillers.
FRANKFORT, KY.

Southern Pacific Railways, in California, at
rate of $25.00. For other rates and full in-

E. PURDY,

Sole Agents.

Agent

UP TO DATE SIGNS
208 WEST 8ILVER AVENUE.

W. E.

A. SLEYSTER

Mauger.

First

8t

ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.

RANKIN & CO.

FIRE INSURANCE. REAL ESTATE
LOANS.
Automatic phone 451.
Room 10, N. T. Armljo Build In.

General Repair Shop.
line and gas stoves repaired.

star,

&

Office, 115 North

Furniture packed and crated; gaso

TOTI a OR API
Dealers in Groceries, Provisions, Bay,
Grain and Fuel.
Fine Line of Imported Wines, Liquor
and Cigars. Place your orders Cos
this line with us.
NORTH THIRD STREHT.

Bout

0. W. Strong's Sons

Am

STRONG BLOCK.

E. WALKER,
riRE

INSURANCE.

Secretary Mutual Building
Uon. Offlce at 217 West RaUreat'

UNDERTAKERS
Superintendents
Falrvlew
Bant Barbara Cemeteries.

Albuquerque, N. M.

avenue.

M.
and

201-21- 1

N. Second

DRAGOIE

Dealer In
GENERAL MERCHANDISE";
Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco,
All Kinds of Fresh Meat.
200 North Broadway, corner of
lngton avenue, Albuquerque, N.

MONUMENTS

Automatic Phone, 199.

0909OS0eKye209O9O9GeKC

with llaaoe

L. H. SHOEMAKER

Next to Walton's drug
Third street.

MAUGER

WOOL

INSURANCE,

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.

and

A. T. & S. F.,

1

REAL ESTATE-NOTA- RY
PUBLIC.
Room 6, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
EMIL KLEINWORT.
Automatic Telephone, 174.
Masonic Building, North Third Street.

Bottled in Bond.

Second Class Colonist Tickets will be sold to

1.

LUCERO

T. A.

STREET

THE CELEBRATED

Northwest...

There's nothing so good for a sore
throat as Dr. Thomas' Eleclric Oil.

or

THE
FAMINE
LOADED
OF
SHELLS HAS BEEN BROKEN BY

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

Colonist Rates to
California and the

ins

15,

Mexico and Northern Arlaona
Write For Agency.

Room x, N. T. Armljo BIdg

at Reduced
SOME PEOPLE HAVE A NOTION THAT SPRING IS THE ONLY
TiME TO BUY A BUGGY. THAT NOTION IS COSTING THEM
MONEY.
WE ARE MAKING FALL BUYING POPULAR. LET US
TELL YOU HOW. GOOD PICKING IN BOTH DEPARTMENTS.

B. SCHWENTKER,

Manager lor No

Harness
Prices.

of icath.
for en years in case of total disability.
whet disabled by accident.
sick benefits.

No.

avenue, is prepared to give thorough scalp treatment, do hair dressing, tret corns,
bunions and Ingrowing nails. She
gives massage treatment and manicuring. Mrs. Bambini's own preparation
of complexion cream builds up the
skin and Improves the complexion,
and is guaranteed not to be Injurious.
She also prepares a hair tonic that
cures and prevents dandruff and hair
falling out; restores life to dead hair;
removes moles, warts and superfluous
hair. Also a face powder, a freckle
cure and pimple cure and pile cure.
All of the.se preparations are pureiy
vegetable compounds. Have Just added a vibrator machine for treatment
of scalp, face and cure of wrinkles.
It Is, also used for rheumatism, pains
and massage

AND

provides

policy

Ixan values commenting second year.
insirance at end of 10,
Cash or paid-u- p
period.
Total cost, age 25, enly $46.30.
Other amounts In smie proportion.
For particulars tddress or see

.

ftH-r-

Vehicles

7

Mr, Wage Earner! Vhat is your most valuable asset?
Is it not youi time? When sick or disabled your
wages soon stop and expenses are increased. Insure
your time as well as your life in the Pacific Mutual

ON A MISSOURI FENCE
WHITTLING FOR THREE
HOURS.

and the force of custom officials on
the border has been doubled within
the past few days to see that it is enforced.
As an exemplification, the following
incident may strve to show how closely the officials are obeying orders:
Night, before last an automobile party In which were two Bisbee men,
started for a trip from Douglas to
Agua I'rieta. When they reached tiie
line they were requested to get out
and a thorough search was then mane.
The automobile was also thoroughly
searched before they were allowed to
proceed. Some of the passengers In
the party who are well acquainted
with the regular Mexican guards at
the Kint where thy were held up,
say that the men who searched them
were strangers and evidently belonged
to the special force being distributed
along the border.
Up to last Tuesday, when the prohibitory order concerning arms was
issued, there has been no prevention
offered to the Importation of arms and
ammunition for the past three months
and the Mexican officials themselves
nave stated mat large shipments have
crossed the border.
Prospectors and mining men who
have lately come to Bisbee also state
that nearly all of the Mexicans below
the line ere well armed and supplied
with ammunition, a condition of affairs that has never occurred before.
From all of these facts there can
hardly be question that some kind of
trouble Is brewing, but whether It will
take place on the 16th of September
or at some other time remains to be
seen.
Starving to Death.
Americans residing in Sonora at any
Because her stomach was so weakrate need not be too confident that ened by useless
drugging that she
they are resting in security.
not eat. Mrs. Mary H. Walcould
ters, of St. Clair St., Columbus, O.,
was literally starving to death. She
DEPLORAB E AGCID NT
"My stomach was so weak
writes:
from useless drugging that I could
TO AN OLD CITIZEN not eat, and my nerves so wrecked
that I could not sleep; and not before I was given up to die was I InOF SOCORRO
COUNTY,
WHICH duced to try Electric Bitters; with
OCCURRED AT HOM E - IN
the wonderful result that ImproveSAN MATEO
ment began at once, and a complete
cure followed." Best health Tonic on
50c. Guaranteed by all
The Socorro Chieftain is in receipt earth.
of a communication from Charles N.
Crossman of San Marclal in which he JUDGE POPE OPENS COURT
tells of the sad death of David Long,
AT CARLSBAD TODAY
an old and highly respected citizen of
Judge and Mrs. William H. Pope,
Socorro county, which occurred on who have been spending several
last Saturday near his home in the weeks In California, left Los Angeles-oSan Mateo mountains.
l.
the 29th for their home at
Mr. Ix)ng had been to Paraje, where
The judgtt'Will open cum t tohe had gone to draw his pension, and day or tomorrow, at Carlsbad. when about two miles from his ranch
was killed by his team running away
and upsetting the wagon. Nothing MOTT'S
PENNYROYAL
PILLS
was known of the accident until the
They overcome WcaknfHm, lrrtmi
next day, when Mr. Long was found
lantr nd ouiiwioiiB,tnertiaie viiror
and bfuiixit
inln (lf
by his son with the wagon turned
They are l.lle
"
to Iris at wnninntioud.
over and the body lying beneath. On
aniiiitf da
Ylopment of urtraii and body. No
examination It was found that death
known remedr for wnmn puuala
tliem. Cannot Hu h.irm life be- must have been almost lnstataneous, 4s
.wnwi a pieaKiirp. ml
r bx
as his neck and one arm were broken.
faa,Ut
MOTT CHEMICAL CO
The remains were taken to San
. ANN & SON.
FOR SALE BY
Marcial, where they were laid to rest
by the many old time friends of the
deceased.
Mrs. Bambini, at
209 West Railroad

CCOCC0CC0COO0OC

St. Botk Phones.

M.

REPORTS
OLD

MEXICO

ENFORCING ARM ES EDICT NEW
GUARDS STATIONED ON THE
FRONTIER LINE.

e

Miner.

From measures taken lately and instructions sent out trom tne City of
Mexico, there can be little question
that the government does fear some
kind of a demonstration against Uie
Americans residing within the borders
of the repuulic and is taking every
precaution to prevent any trouble occurring between the two uat lonalities.
It Ik
well known tact that revolu-in the republic, headed by
s party, in., it is reKrted
llrni authority that ttley
some overt act against
will
involve this
i, wnicli
itn Mexico, and utilize the
0 make an attack on the
nist rat ion.
government ij wise, to this
nonst rated by certain things
taking place in he part 't

e

1

about two weeK.-- . ago mat
ops were sent In disguise
'umpas country by the gov-inthis has been toilowcd
t forbidding the importation
Ho Sonora by anyone,
cest kind of measures are
;n to carry out this edict
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uth of Binbee.
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While nearly ail of the American
papers published in Mexico 3re
publishing articles advising
Americans in thai country that all the
talk and rumors of an uprising on
the l'iih of September is ail bosh, It
is quite evident from reports gained
trom other sources that the Diaz government is not so sure that some trouble will not occur, says tue B.sbee
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Off A QUESTION!

"Bid Dtibbs sat on n fence rail for
three hours. Tuesday, whittling."
Leesburg (Mo.) Light.
To sit on a fence rail requires little
energy. It Is something, of course, If
the sitting be graceful, and of course
that Bid was graceful goes without
saying, as it were, so to speak, nevertheless, and so on. But grace Is not
the whooptoroora of life. It doesn't
put butter on the pancakes. It doesn't
buy peanuts at the circus. So, with
all his beauty of movement and the
artistic detail with which he draped
his legs about the fence, Bid stands
convicted, unless, perchance, our hero
be the victim of some envious slanderer, or killing time!
But still the Incident may be of
some value as a warning to the youth
of America.
The spirit of modern
America may le summed up in the
little word, hustle. The man who sits
on a fence rail for three hours, and
whittles, belongs to another age and
another land. He is wasting golden
opportunities. He Is allowing his life
to go by and the world to turn around
without his accomplishing what he
ought to accomplish.
In the three
hours that Bid Bat on the fence rail
he could have gone to the village
store and postoftlce and with a few
other sages of Ieesburg solved all
the problems of the government. He
could have read a book. He could
have made up his mind, packed his
clothes in a bandana, caught the train
and headed for the city to become a
millionaire. Instead he sat on a rail
and whittled!
Are you a Bid thibbs? Do you, figuratively, sll on the fence rail and
whittle? Are you allowing opportunities' to slip past? Are yon letting the
other fellow get ahead of you In the
contest for modest, lithesome, bewitching Nancy? If so, change your
ways.
Don't be a Bid Dubbs. The
Bid Dubl8es never amount to anything. lxiuirfvllle Courier-Journa- l.

7 EMMONS
The Furniture Man

CornwfmVladvZdVc't'

CASE

EVENING

Blt.SN

IS 31 MILES SOUTH OF ALBUQUER-Jilf- f,
II. M., AT TIIE JUNCTION OF THE MAIN'
ilTX C1F THE SANTA FE SYSTEM LEADING
tLST AND WEST FROM CHICAGO, KANSAS
CITY. GALVESTON AND POINTS EAST TO SAN
FRANCISCO,
LOS ANGELES, AND FROM THE
EASTERN AND NORTHERN STATES TO EL
PASO AND TEXAS.
1.0U0 BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS, 25x
140 FEET, LAID OUT WITH BROAD 80 AND

STREETS, WITH ALLEYS 20 FEET WIDE.
WITH BEAUTIFUL LAKE AND PUBLIC PARK
OLD SHADE
AND GRAND
TREES; PUBLIC
SCHOOL HOUSE, COSTING $16,000; CHURCHES;
COMMERCIAL
CLUB; A POPULATION OF 1,500
PEOPLE; SEVERAL LARGE MERCANTILE ESTABLISHMENTS; THE BET.EN PATENT ROLLER
HILL, CAPACITY 150 BARRELS DAILY; LARGE
WINERY; THREE HOTELS. RESTAURANTS, ETC.
HELEN IS THE LARGEST SHIPPING POINT FOR
U'liCI., FLOUR. WHEAT. WINE, BEANS AND HAY
tir CENTRAL NEW MEXICO. ITS IMPORTANCE

GOME

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on Belen Cut-of- f of Santa Fe Railway

The Belen Town and Improvement
Company Ate Owners of
Belen Townsite

The Belen Town and

IC

JOHN

BECKER,

Pres.

WM. BERGER,

A

Railway O enter

FAST LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL AND
FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE WILL GO
OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN,
EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.
ALL

THE LOTS OFFERED ARE IN THE CENTER
OF THE CITY, WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM
IMPROVED DY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR
MODERN
GRAVEL.
WE NEED A FIRST-CLASHOTEL AND A GOOD,
S,

Im-

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND
TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT;
PURCHASE
WARRANTY DEEDS.
S
MONEY CASH.
MAY REMAIN ON
NOTE, WITH MORTGAGE SECURITY FOR ONE
YEAR, WITH 8 PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.
ONE-THIR-

D

TWO-THIRD-

provement Co.

A RI:aT COMMERCIAL RAILROAD CITY IN
IT1B HEAR FUTURE CAN NOT BE ESTIMATED.

iOoooooooooooeo
luiwioiotoeoeotososotoeocosoa

TO BELEN. N. M.

IO0000
K0000CO0CK

APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAPS AND PRICES, IF
YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS.

Sec'y.
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PERSONAL.
WEATHER INDICATIONS.

WEST RAILROAD AY12-

Fair tonight and Wednesday.

BOYS' SHOES
This shoe Is out of the ordinary
run. It has been made to our
own specification to supply the
loy who Is extra hard on shoes.
It Is particularly strong at the
points where most of the wear
conies. The soles are of heavy
leather, the vamps
length and have an
full
are cut
extra row of stitching to prevent ripping; the counters are
of sole, leather In one piece and
keep the shoe from running
over. The uppers are of full
stock box calf. This shoe looks
stylish and will please your boy.

oak-tann-
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SAUCES AND CONDIMENTS.
When purchased at F. F. Trotter's
grocery store, axe lure to bring the
right flavor to all dishes Into which
they enter. This Is because we always procure the best manufactured.
We find out first what brands are reliable and personally guarantee them.

F. F. TROTTER
118 and 120 South 8eeond

No.

street

T. Y. MAYNARD

GEO. W. HICKOX.

DURING THE DULL SEASON IS WHEN WE HAVE THE TIME TO
REPAIR TOUR WATCH OR CLOCK, AND GIVE IT THE CLOSEST AND BEST ATTENTION. RING US UP AND WE WILL CALL
FOR THE CLOCK. WATCHES ENTRUSTED TO OUR CARE ARB
PLACED IN i'HE VAULT EVERY NIGHT. ON WOuK FROM OUT
us.
OF TOWN. WE PAT EXPRESS CHARGES ONE WAJf.

trt

The

New Mexico's

Leading

THE ARCH FRONT.

Jewelers

80UTH 8ECOND STREET.

ALBUQUEROUE

HARDWARE

hlmsef and a doctor, out walking,
Snlvelv came ui)on a large snake and
PromRly
dispatched his snakeshlp
with rveral whacks from a stick.
During the battle, It Is learned, the
doctor got frightened and took to his
heels, and was still running when the
party (oft the camp in the afternoon
for th city.
The home of Mr. urn) Mrs. W. V.
Jasper was made quite novel last evening, the occasion being h "boosters'
party"!in honor of the Santa Fe baseA Dutch
V. II. Kerr.
ball nRna-Rer-.
lunch has served at a late hour and
all th -- boosters" departed, stepping
high.
J. Sj Duncan 'of I.hs Vegas was in
the ci- yesterday to meet his son and
daughr. who arrived from California,
where they had been on a pleasure
trip. S he Junior Duncan has entered
the uitversitv and the young lady will
go to Denver and attend Wolfe Hall
the approaching winter.
The Ice cream social given at the
Holdet mission, located at the corner
of Momtain road and Seventh street,
was largely attended. The principals
of th! mission greatly appreciate a
new ttnt extension to the mission
chapel donated by people living In the
vicinity of Mountain road and Seventh street.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Hudson and
nephew, Harry Davis, with J. L. La
Drelre, Isaac Cox and A. V. Tegner,
returned last night from u clove hunt
They reIn the Manzano n.ountalns.
port doves In great abundance In these
mountains, and brought back with
them quite a large number. Friends
were remembered.
Dr. A P. Morrison. sunerir.tendeiit
oi New Mexico English missions ot
tne Met'lioilist Episcopal cnurch. was
a passenger for Las Vegas this morning. Dr. Morrison spoke at the Lead
Avenue Methodist church- - Sunday
morning to a large audience. He will
preach at the First Methodist Episcopal church of Las Vegas next Sunday.
Cards are out announcing the en
gagement of Seymour J. Iewinson of
this city to Miss Lillian Furth or bt.
Louis, the marriage to take place in
December. Mr. Lewmson Is city sales
man for the L. B. Putney Grocery
eomnanv. The bride to be Is the
daushter of Frank Furth. retired mer
chant of ot. Ixuis, and well known

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 4, 1906.

Are your boys and girls properly
shod for their walk to and from
scnool? If not, let us remind you of
the fact that we carry as complete
and up .o date a line of reliable
school shoes as you can find anywhere

and are aide to supply your wants at
a moment's notice. Prices are as low
as Is consistent with good quality. C.
.May s Mioe
(ore, 314 West Railroad
,
avenue.

30 Dozen

Boys'
School
Caps

Other things too
for the boys

for School

-

Horabln-Mc-Gaffe-

five-roo-

Fine Suits
Fine Shoes

50CthneSI.OO
openingtjt j

30 cts.

per pair

each

SIMON STERN,

JUST RECEIVED

The Railroad Avenue Clothier

Furniture, Stoves, Dishes

Enamelware

AT SPECIAL PRICES

Speelman

R.R.

&

Searing

Furniture Dealers

f vou are In need of anything

I

Hardware, Ice Cream Freezers, High Grade

Fourth and Railroad A venae

Tin-

(Em

II

GO.

P

am 0

Enamelware, Pocket Knives, Crockery,
ware, etc., call on

Co.

Hickox-Maynar- d

CITIZEN.

M. Nash, the electrician. Is In GalAsk for JAFFA'S KRACK KREAM
lup on business.
BREAD and take no other.
Miss Lucy Becker of Helen is In the
DURING THE MORNING HOURS
city visiting Mtsg SuBle iolison.
A HALF RATE WILL BE GIVEN TO
Mr. Hnd Mrs. W. It. Todd of Laguna
LADIES ONLY AT THE BOWLING
were Albuquerque visitors yesterday.
ALLEYS. 118 WEST GOLD AVENUE.
Don J. Rankin and family returned
last night from a month's visit at
FOR SALE.
on sale this week
Lawrence, Ks.
At a
brick
oargain, a
house; all modern conveniences. OwnMrs. H. J. Cooper and daughter
er wishes to leave city. Inquire at
have returned from an extended visit
2
West Coal avenue.
to southern California.
Miss Helen Pratt
returned
this
Put your boy in a
GENTLEMEN Order
)our sult
morning from a visit of six weeks'
now and be well dressed fair week.
duration to friends in El Paso.
pair of our wear dei'wd thousand fall samples to selecti
Irom.
Nettleton Tailoring Agency,
Eugenlo Baca, an employe of the
fying Douglas School
Just shipped from
111 South Third street.
local Santa Fe shops, has returned
c
to the city from a visit to his parents
CASH
New York in time for
Shoes, and watch
at Belen.
For grain sacks, all sizes. Our wag- Exchange your tickets to the organ
school
them wear worth
on will call for them. E. W. Fee, 602
recital given at the Presbyterian
phones.
street.
Both
South
First
church next Thursday for reserved
Every kind and style
$3.00 but sell at
seats at Matson's.
EASTERN CAN OYSTERS, THE
immaginable.
BEST, AT THE CITY MEAT MARJ. S. Delamater. a prominent land
KET, JUST RECEIVED.
owner of Deming, is spending a few
days in the city, looking after personal business.
THE HIGHLAND LIVERY
J. E. Haines has returned from Las
BAM BROOK BROB., Prop.
Cruces, where he took his daughter,
AND BOARDING 8TABLE
LIVERY
Miss Ella, and placed her In the
SADDLE HORSES SPECIALTY.
academy.
The "Sadie" for mountain parties and
Sergeant Robert Lewis, of the New
at special rates on week days.
Mexico
police,
passed
mounted
Auto Phone 604.
No. 112 John St.
through the city this morning en route
to Santa Fe from the south.
y
S. A. Ilorabln, of the
at the
company, Indian traders and
Champion Grocery and Meat Market
general merchants at Thoreau, was an
Cor. Seventh and Tijeras
Albuquerque visitor yesterday.
A choice line of Imported Goods DiL. B. Prince passed
rect from Italy.
through the city this morning, returnTHE BEST LUCCA OLIVE OIL.
ing to his home at Santa Fe from atRemember, we handle the best
tending court ab Los Lunas.
meats and a full line of choice gr-- 1
Mrs. B. S. Rodey or 802 Kent avenue
and
eerles.
will entertain the ladies of the St,
LOMMORI & MATTEUCCI
John's Episcopal church this evening.
Refreshments will be served.
TICKETS BOUGHT. SOLO
John S. Fullerton, representing the
Capital Life Insurance company of there in society.
AND EXCHANGED
Colorado, arrived in the city this
will be an informal dance at
There
Association
Offlco
morning from his home at Socorro.
the Commercial club rooms tomorrow
Transactions
Up-to-Da- te
Rev. Herman J. Powell and wife, night at 9 o'clock. The first dance of
Cuarantood
who were the guests of Mr. and Mrs. the season, however, for the club
C. D. Goff, of South Arno street, for members and their guests, that Is, the ROSENFIELD'S, 1 18 W. R.R.Ave
Ntxt Door First National Bank
203 Wast Cold Mvtnua
several days, left last night for Los formal affair, will take place WednesAngeles, where they expect to locate. day evening of fair week, and the club
Mark Thomas, the mason and min members are making preparations to
ing man, has returned to the city make it one of the most successful
In
from Socorro, where he has been oc and pretentious affairs of the season.
cupied for several months building a
M. P. Stamni, superintendent of the
stone residence for Mr. and Mrs. C. T. fruit growing exhibit of ttie territorBrown.
ial fair, expects to leave this eveniRe.ferved seats for the Presbyterian ng; eolnz south, on a tour of the fruit
church organ recital are to be had at growing district of the territory for
O. A. Matson & Co.'s book store. Perthe purpose of working up interest.
sons buying tickets from canvassers Some fine fruit has been grown in
may have their tickets exchanged New Mexico this year, and there
could be no better advertisement for
there.
it at the
Mrs. J. F. Pearce Is expected home the country than to exhibit
within a few days, having seen her fair.
daughter safely In school in CaliforMr. and Mrs. F. S. Brooks and fam
nia. Mrs. Pearce and daughter have ily, who have resided at Zunich, Gerbeen spending the summer on the Pa many, the past few years, sends no
cific cpast.
tice to The Evening Citizen that they
George Arnot. manager of the local will sail for ' the land of the free and
G
branch of GroBs, Kelly c Co., re home of the bravado" in September
i5 bv. the steamer St. Louis of the
turned to tho itjr lat nlfht,
a
AUTOMATIC
PHONK
They
here
American
649
line.
COLORADO PHONE 74
resided
panted by Mrs. Arnot and children,
who spent the hot months at the few years ago, at which time Mr
business
was
In
Brooks
the
furniture
Meadow City.
on south Second street.
Hon. Frank A. Hubbell, who was at
F. L. Hall, known as the "alfalfa
his sheep ranch in western Socorro
county, personally attending to the king" ot the Golden district, is In
We guarantee quality and prices to be
some Diamond Edge Tools and
dipping of his flocks of sheep, has re- the city and will leave tonight for
purpose
having
his
of
Boston,
for
the
Cutlery they give satisfaction
turned to the city and reports every- eyes
treated. For the past two
thing down south looking fine.
eyes have been very
Hall's
Mr.
months
J. H. Gainsley, who is spending a bad,
such an extent that he can
needed vacation In the wilds of Colo- hardlytij see,
but he believes with good
rado, has been heard from. He is re- treatment and
a specialist can
turning to the ctty on tue back of a fix them up to care
last him the balance
genuine New Mexico nightingale, at of
his life. Mr. Hall Is now 67 years
the rate of about twenty miles per of age
and his mother, who Is 96 years
hour.
old, now resides at Walthani, Mass
Miss Clara Olsen returned to Santa
The work of installing the new pipe
Fe last night after a pleasant visit in
the city with friends. Miss Olsen Is organ in the first Fresbyterian
the
private secretary to Governor Hager-ma- n church has been completed, under exand took a few days vacation supervision of C. M. Topllff. an
John W
while the governor visited the Acoma pert from the factory of the
Steere & Son Organ company, of
Indians.
Springfield, Mass., the manufacturers
S
Dr. W. H. Burr of Gallup was in Al
the Presbyterian pipe organ, and
buquerque yes'rday to meet his sis- of
will be
for the first time next
9
ter. Miss Burr, who arrived from Wil Thursdayheard
evening, September 6, when
mington, Del. Miss Burr was accom- Dr. Minor C. Baldwin,
the famous con
"
panied by Miss Ponder, and expects to
organist, will give the Initial re
remain In New Mexico some time, cert
cital.
making Gallup her home.
Jos. A, Blondin, who was the effi
Mr. and Mrs. Oakey Clifford wish
to thank their neighbors and other cient bookkeeper and collector of The
friends who assisted at the sickness Citizen Publishing company for the
and subsequent death ot their little past year, has resigned his position
son, whose death occurred lest Sat and will leave tomorrow morning for
urday evening, and especially those Topeka, Kas., where he will visit his
sister for a couple of weeks. After
who kindly donated flowers.
G. K. and E. R. Lels of Chicago, this hewill go to Kansas City, and
Wholesale Distributers: McCormick Mowers, Rakes and Harrepresenting station advertising de- connect himself with the orchestra of
n
a
for
theater
the
there
partments of the Santa Fe and Chi
vesting Machinery. Birdsell Wagons,
Presses.
cago, Milwaukee & St. Paul railways winter months. Mr. Blondin has many
regret
his departure,
were In the city yesterday visiting friends here who
Winchester Rifles, Shot Guns and Ammunition.
their graud father. Senator Edmund while this office loses one of Its ino:;t
C. Ross, and left last night for El faithful attaches, and wishes him ail
kinds of success and the best of healtu
f aso.
Yesterday Charles B. Perkins and wherever he may locate In the future.
401, 403 North First Street
wife and F. J. Snlveley and wife were
South First Sireet
among tho city folks who spent Labor
day out In the mountains, they taking
in the Camp Whltcomb resort.
Dur
ing the day Snlveley became a real
Tho
Honevolfiu
hero. With the ladiev or the party,
will meet at 2:d0 tomorrow afV.
ternoon at the law ofllce of r.
Lo-rett- o
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NORTH FIRST STREET

righttry

HARDWARE.

Whitney Company

HARNESS
SADDLES
CHINA
GLASSWARE
PLUMBING

Alaska Refrigerators,
White Mountain Freezers,
Blue Flame Oil Stoves,
Gasoline Stoves.
Lawn and Garden Tools

T1NNIN5

ALBUOUERQUE

HARDWARE

GO.

Fourth and Railroad Avenue

Mead Hay

well-know-

THE

EVERITT

Palace

Diamond

RAILROAD AVE.
Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry, Cut Glass, Clocks, Silverware.
your trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.
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We Invite

i" i

'i

U3, U5, tt7

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

i t i

t

Clancy.

i

i

OF BUYINC YOUR CLOTHES FOR
yourself and your boy where the best
merchandise is displayed. We spend
much of our time in buying goods
GOOD GOODS and we are display- ing the best selected line of merchandise this year, ever shown in the southwest. J 4

Get the Habit

4

Co's. Celebrated Custom Tailored Suits $15 to $30
Kuppenheimer's Fine Business Suits $15.00 to $22.50

Stein-Bloc- h

119

V

T
tit

Cold

E. L. WASHBURN CO.

122
8. Second

PARAGON TROU8Z.7S 93. OO TO S7.00. WALKOVER S3. 50 AND 34.00 SHOES
J
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at the guild hall tomorrow afternoon
at y o'clock.

The city council Is meeting In regular session this afternoon In the office of City Clerk Harry F. I.ee, In the
N. T. Armljo building.

J

Mcintosh hardware company
Successors to

There will be a regular meeting of
tho Fraternal Order of Kagles tonight.
All members are requested to attend.
There will be special features and a
lunch will also be Berved.

You've heard of the Brown's, haven't
you?
Well, they installed one cf

H Mitchner't lighting systems.

E. J. POST & COMPANY

M

M
M

Sole Agents for the BURLINGTON OUTING BASKETS

The Martha society will hold Its
monthly meeting Wednesday afternoon at 3 o'clock at the home of Mrs.
Heldt. 419 West Lead avenue.

The city school board will meet tonight in the office of Superintendent
Clark, in the HUh school building.
This being the beginning of the school
year, much business of importance is
likely to come up for consideration.
Inasmuch as the attendance is promising to be very largo, the providing
for the
of additional seating room
uwrtlow may be mm important question the hoard will bo asked to solve
at this evening's meeting.

Stetson Fine Shoes $5.50 to $6.00

Wet

Tho rejular monthly business meeting of St. John's Guild will be held

M
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215 West Railroad Avenue

ALBUQUERQUE,
NEW MEXICO
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